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19th May, 1971

I passed on the note which you enclosed for my wife and we both 
send our best regards and look forward to seeing you in the future•

J. A. Jones
Colonial Secretary

/

■■■■J

Captain R. W. Brant, R.3.,
Doppler Section,
512 S?RE,
British Army Staff,
British Embassy, Washington DC.

Thank you for your letter of the 25th April and for all the 
kind things which you say in it. I hope we all prove worthy of them 
and while we would all have hopes of seeing at least sone of you at 
a future date it is encouraging to know that the facilities and 
cooperation available here were such that we may be in the running 
as a base for any future team visiting these parts.

I note what you say about the airstrip. At the moment we are 
still waiting for the report from our consultants, Peat, Harwick and 
Mitchell and so do not know which my this particular cat is going to 
jump. But I would certainly be interested to know whether the copy 
of the Feasibility Report which you sent to Col. Crawford did reach 
him. .. '

Ref: x
$ I [q



C. S*

Y.E.

/drafted.

E. G. Lewis
8.7.1971

The two telegrams about the construction of the airfield are 
at pages 25 and 27. I feel certain that these telegrams were sent 
by Watt before David Scott had got back as there seems to be very 
little sense of urgency about the whole operation.
2. I will go back in due course and make it clear that decisions 
on this matter will have to be taken by Ministers so that the 
necessary priority can be given by M* O^D. to our request. Apart
fran the political problems of taking two years to build a strip 
the Falkland Islands Compary would no doubt be very scathing about 
the lack of speed* Also Watt is con^letely out of touch if he 
says that he and the O.DJk. are considering the employment of 
Argentsne contractors - we might as well have accepted the Argentine 
offer in the first place and allowed them to build the airfield.
3. However, could you have a crack at drafting the formal request 
for assistance from Aid funds to be sent by telegram: it will have, 
to be in fairly general terms at this stage but we should be shooting 
for a 5,000 foot strip costing £■% million - £500,000.

I can specifically confirm that the two telegrams at pp 25 and 
27 were sent by the F.C.O. before Scott* returned to London. The 
telegram p.27 is dated the 2nd July; Scott left.Buenos Aires at 
1900 hrs. B.A. time on Friday the 2nd July and was not due to arrive in 
London until approximately 1400.-hrs on Saturday, the 3**d July. It is 
therefore improbable that Watt would have had any personal contact 
with him until Monday the 5th July.
2. As you say, Watt is indeed completely out of touch in thinking 
that there is any question of the employment of Argentine contractors 
on the project. It was made abundantly clear by the British side at 
the recent round of Talks that this type of Argentine participation was 
out of the question and indeed it was largely because that was so that 
the Argentine side agreed in the end to remove from the Joint Statement 
any mention of their offer of assistance over the airfield project 
because, had they continued to insist upon its inclusion,we would have

/been bound tp insist on including a specific rejection of their offer.
3. In the following paragraph is a draft of the preliminary 
telegraphic request for the ear-marking of British Aid Funds for the 
airfield project. I see that you mentioiy 5,000 ft strip in your 
para 3 but assume that this is a misprint ror / 4,000 ft. in view of 
paragraph 8.1 of the Feasibility Report (copy attached for ease of 
reference) which says that "It is not thought that .... extension 
beyond 4,000 ft would be possible except at very high cost." I take 
it that our object is to obtain funds for a 4,000 ft runway, that is, 
a runway 400 ft longer than the one mentioned in paragraph 10.5 
(Scheme l) of the Feasibility Report but not to appear to seek funds 
for < something'*7 which would be prohibitively expensive. I have



Following is the suggested text of telegram:

July 1971

AIR FIELD

W4
2.

drafted/^telegram on this basis, but it will be an easy matter to 
amend the reference to the length of the main runway if you still wish 
to go for something around 5,000 ft.

(3) This request f or Aid Funds includes provision of air/ground 
communication facilities (see paragraphs 6.1 and 11.4 of Feasibility 
Report.)

Following represents advance advice of formal request for 
assistance from Aid Funds for construction of airfield at 
Cape Pembroke:

(1) In the light of the Feasibility Report of Board of Trade 1969, 
this Government requests allocation of Aid Funds in approximate 
amount of £375,000 (see paragraph 10.1 of Report for costs creep) 
for construction of airfield at Cape Pembroke.

'1 /
4. 
n

L £ ic cSj

To F.C.O.
Telegram No. of
Your Telegram 171 of 2nd July

Formal application will follow by bag in due course.

(2) Runway configuration required is as recommended in Scheme I 
(paragraph 10.5 of Feasibility Report) runway configuration,./ A•but with recommendation that main runway should be of length 4,000 ft. 
(see paragraph 8 of Feasibility Report) in order to provide maximum 
flexibility and also to maximise from one - operation
by Royal Engineers or contractors.

Considerations in sub-paragraphs (2) and (3) above emphasise 
approximate nature of estimate aid total Aid Funds needed for project. 
Also paragraph 10.1 of Feasibility Report emphasises ’rough’ nature of 
estimates, /•

<z,4/‘ 8.7.71

! 'lA// 4 4 ■ /Q
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Decode. 3
SENT.TELEGRAM

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: Time : Time :Received:9.7.71

/Also

Following represents advance advice of formal request for assistance 
from Aid Funds for construction of airfield at Cape Pembroke:

Telegram No. 242 of 9th July 1971. 
Your telegram 171 of 2nd July 
Airfield.

(l) In the light of the Feasibility Report of Board of Trade 19&9^ 
this Government requests allocation of Aid Funds in approximate amount 
of £375,000 (see paragraph 10.1 of Report for costs creep) for con
struction of airfield at Cape Pembroke.

(2) Runway configuration required is as recommended in Scheme I 
(paragraph 10.5 of Feasibility Report) i.e. two-runway configuration, 
but with recommendation that main runway should be of length 4,000 ft. 
(see paragraph 8 of Feasibility Report) in order to provide maximum 
flexibility and also to maximise return from one - off operation by 
Royal Engineers < or contractors.

(3) This request for .Add Funds includes provision of air/ground 
communication facilities (see paragraphs 6.1 and 11.4 of Feasibility 
Report).

2. Considerations in sub-paragrpahs (2) and (3) above emphasise 
approximate nature of estimate of total Aid Funds needed for project.



-2-Decode. 4*

SENT.TELEGRAM
From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Time: Received: Time :Despatched:

3.

LEWIS ■

PL: JE

Also paragraph 10.1 of Feasibility Report emphasises ’rough’ nature 
of estimates.

Formal application will follow by bag in due course.
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719th July

Stanley Airfield

construction of the airfield at Stanley.

(J. A. Jones)

JB

You will 
appreciate that the Feasibility Report is now more than two years 
old and material costs and so on have probably risen further than 
the Report itself forecast.

I hope that the provision of this material will give sone 
power to your elbow if you find yourself in a position of needing 
to re-assure the Argentines that, while we await the official 
decision of Governments on the formal results of the Communications 
Talks, we are pressing on with other aspects of the operation.

R. W. Whitney, Esq., O.B.E., 
British Embassy, 
Buenos Aires.

At the time of writing this letter I am uncertain when it is 
likely to leave here on its way to you, so it may be that our 
formal application to H.M.G. for the provision of funds for the 
construction of the airfield will have been made by then, in which 
case I will send a copy to you. In view of the circumstances it 
may reach you by the same bag as this letter.

I am attaching for your information a copy of the telegram 
which I sent shortly after my return to Stanley to the Office 
making a preliminary request for the allocation of funds for the 

This provisional applica
tion is naturally hedged around with ’ifs’ and ’huts’.



b
Application to H.M.G-. for Aid Funds for Airfield. Construction

Q,
/' '/
(J.a.j.)

20.7.71

Jfad&i LJw(

/^A-Zyxx. Z .

We discussed briefly on the phone the wisdom of putting in a follow
up application in due form to the telegraphic application we have so far 
made to H.M.G. for £375,000 for construction of the Cape Pembroke air
field and ancillary navigation aids installations, and tentatively 
agreed it might be best to await Col. Robinson’s report. However, on 
further reflection I suggest it would be as well to get in a first bid 
in due form. Our telegram will not be regarded as a proper starter. I 
have therefore prepared the attached and suggest I send it, in triplicate, 
to Kinnear, copying the covering letter to Ling.We can expand, amend, 
reorientate the application later, if necessary, in the light of advice 
from Col. Robinson (which probably won’t be available in viable form 
for some time anyway).



2M)B

22)14 July 71

Carte AssoMt^g Mils

(J. A. JoneB

0.8.B.

JB

T

■

!

co J. de C. Ling 
American Depto

F.C.O.

R. W. Whitney, m*» 
British Embassy, 
Buenos Aires•

In our tele&raa no* 2 x 2 of the 9th July w a pro* 
visional hid for the hypot&eo&iian of fume for the construction 
of «n airfield at Cape ?eabrake of two-rumr^ confi~ ur&tion with 
longer runway or length 4,000 feet and. of ne.vi;>tianal (air/ground 
©omuniaalions) aids. The telegram emphasised the approximate 
nature of the estimate of £375*000 for the project and promised a 
formal application by bug in duo o curse*

G, F. Kinnesr, £»$♦, O.JUH*, 
Foreign Coo^oftwealth Office, 
(S*A. & 1*0* P«pt.) .
London, S.b*l

The application is enclosed in triplicate. (Not to Ling and 
Whitney)

Xt would how been possible and might on suae count* be 
deeded advisable for us to have waited until after the projected 
visit to tbs colony of Colonel licbxnson, R*X., before Baking nny 
formal a: /ixo vioa: bat in view of the urgency of the project and 
of the need to K?xv<: something acre than a idorr&phio bid on 
record we h-ve decided to put in a fomal ap lias, tl on new, even if 
it is sotewh&t bare of up-to-date detail* The &;■ liCi tion can be 
up-dated in the light of Colonel Robinson’s report: ttiwd it may 
prove Boro valuable in the end for that report. in its full and 
final form, to tec n&de to you and for it to be integrated with the 
inf mw tian in the attached application fora (»ost of which is, by 
its nature, contained in other expert roports) rather than for it 
first to Brake its alow way out to us through isxs©- U,in lines of 
oomunioation, hero to be trie subject ui” further delay and con
sideration before being sent back to you v*ith our coments* as we 
see it, if the construction task turns out to Vs &*E»«»aounted we 
n>jad to do all we ©foi to induce delays and speed it up in order to 
take aaxhaua advantage of the R*E*s integrated method of operation 
as well as to retain the maxinun Argentine goodwill by being seen 
to be doing everything possible to s eed the project and to 
reduce the lexigth of period ovex' which tlw .Argentina Air Force 
will be ooixsitted to receiving an interim air service with sciirce, 
valuable end e^^ensivc^t^mint&ix^und-^ex^t© aa^hibiam*



AhWURE A

Serial No. 2

Cape Pembroke airfield, and ancillary navigational aids.1. Name of Project.

See (a) above

See 2 above

7.

(b) Amount of British Aid required £375,000 (estimate only)

8. Vihen is the work expected to be&in? Dependent upon report of Col# Rob ins on

o

/io.

£• Is tlie project included in 
the approved Development 
Plan and, 11* so, where?

4. (a) Mil the project be 
put out to tender?

2. Location of project and 
reasons for its choice.

5. Professional advice on which 
tiie project is based.

9. Hat; r/i 11 the operating costs be 
financed whan the project is 
completed?

Cape Pembroke, Port Stanley. For reasons for choice 
see Report on We Feasibility of Constructing an Air
field on the Cape Peabi*cke Peninsula by A&inwright and 
Botham, Board of Trade.

In the light of the recent round of 
Comunications Talks in Buenos Aires, the 
airfield is expected to ba operated by t-ie 
Falk and Islands G averment financed frea 
its recurrent budget and the external air 
service by the Argentine Gevernment through 
its subsidised developmental airline L/Wvl

This can only be forecast after further 
study. (And see 3 below)

(o) In what U.K. financial years is 
British Aid required and how 
much each year?

(b) Social: Reduction of isolation of an island community by so 
speeding up transport om^unic. .tions as to place London within 
36 hours travel tine of Stanley.

(b) Name of Agency responsible 
for construct!:n and operation.

Yes. As second priority after the Stanley Power 
Station (approved px'oject)

les, it is assumed, if the project is undertaken by a 
public company. No if it is undertaken by Royal Engineers/ 

 RhMg

6. V»hat arc the benefits to be derived 
from the project?

(a) Economic: Reorientation cf’ Colony’s transport co®®unic^tions 
pattern for passengers, mail and. freight as advised by the 
Peat, Warwick & Mitchell Report and as provisionally agreed at 
the Buenos Aires round of Talks on Cosamunications, June/July 1971.

(a) Total cost of the project 
(broken down into main item 
of expenditure)

This has boon variously estimated. See 
Feasibility Report, and Peat, Marwick & 
Mitchell Report. Expected cost is in the 
region of £375,000. See Feasibility 
Report far costs breakdown.

FORM FOR PROJECT
Administering Authority:* Government of the Falkland Islands



WEXURE A- 2 -*

Ab in 11(a)

Not available on site

(b) Power Not available on site

(c) Other services Not available on site

10. If the project includes building or 
civil engineering work plana should 
be forwarded with this application in 
a fora sufficient for an adequate 
Gjuiaimtion in ODM*. . >

(b) to supervise construction or 
if not, how will construction be 
supervised.?

See Feasibility Report.
A further report is expected fron 
Col. Robinson, R.E.

(J. A. Jones) 
Cdland.^ Secretary

12. Are services available?
(a) &ater

11. Will Consultants be used?
(a) In the design stages Presumably yes, if construction is by public 

Company. Presumably no, if construction is by R.'E./H.H.M.E#



9-th. ...August. 19 71.
he Colonial Secretary,

Secretariat.

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject Electricity Supply to Proposed, Airfields..

1 .

Proi^osed airfield sit es.

Murray Heights. Stanley pa ce,course.

2.

Cape Pembroke.
3.

U.

5. The alternative which is a local supply would
I suggest for a local supply the specifications

- 1
No.

It is requested 
that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above 
number and date 
should be quoted.

The cost to connect airfield electrical services 
at this site to the Stanley system would be of the order 
of £10 to £-| 2,000.

be less costly.
might be;

Two diesel alternators.
Outputs to meet total connected load without diversity• 
PPM. not to exceed 1,000.
Preferably air start.
If battery start,batteries to be Nife.
Start by starter motor not auxiliary winding

on alternator.
Alternator to be self exciting and regulating.
Regulation +- 2^% between 0.8 and unity power factor. 
Controls and alternator protection would be 
those satndard for the type of machine obtained.

•a

' The proposed airfield buildings as shown on 
the original plans are approximately 3J route miles from 
the nearest Hv. distributer and Ut miles from the generating 
station. If starting from scratch from the station 
a 6,6OOv distributor would be the best suited for economic 
reasons owing to the distance involved. As a 3,300v. 
distributor exists approximately one Quarter of the way 
it would be economical to continue at this voltage.

Cost, very difficult to give owing to lack of 
information, could be between £2 and £3,000.

The Stanley Power Station generates at 23O/I4.OOV 
50 Hertz and has a total capacity of 850 Kw. Distribution 
is overhead at 3,3OOv and 23O/I4.OOV 3 phase four wire.
The distribution network extends westwards as far as 
the Naval H.Q. at the head of Stanley Harbour, and east
wards as far as the government W/T. station. A new 
power station is being built and when finished will entirely 
replace the existing one, it will have a generating capacity 
of megawatts, generate at 3,3OOv and feed into the 
existing network.

No problems of connecting totthe existing net
work. Of minimum cost, unlikely to exceed £500 or nil 
if considered a fair charge against the Electricity Under
taking .

MEMORANDUM

“f 10 AUC 1971 Yt;

Sup t ..... P. ower_&_ Electr ic al.. JDefe^.



2.
s

Observations.

6.

Other

ECG.

Addendum. To diesel engine specification add; 
Aircooled.

Supt. Power_& Electrical 
Department.

I understand the most likely site for 
the airfield to be^in the Cape pembroke area. The 
alternative sites present no problem from the electrical 
aspect. For cost reasons and these no doubt are 
the biggest consideration it would seem that if the 
airfield is to be built in the Cape Pembroke area the electricity supply will be a local one. 
factors bearing upon the decision should not be lost 
sight of, they are; the requirements of additional 
skilled maintenance for the operation of the machines, 
and the limitation to development in airfield services 
by limited electrical generating capacity.
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Decode. -

TELEGRAM SENT.
From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Time:Despatched: Time:

PETERS.

No. 73
11th August, 1971
Unclassified to routine Falkland Islands.
For Lt. Col Wheatley from Naval Attache.
Request number date and place of issue of passport soonest.

Received :a.m.
12.8.71
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Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

Despatched: Received: Time:12.8.71

From Lt. Col. VJheatley for Naval Attache, 
issue 19 October 19&2. Issued at London.

No. 91
12th August, 1971
Unclassified to routine Buenos Aires telno 91 of 12 August.

Passport No. 402645* Date of
Renewed at Aden 2 February 19^7•

———---------- -------------------------------—— ------ British Embassy, B.A.
From GOVERNOR to F.C.O.

Time: a.m.



1'5U R & E N T
7113th August

Dr. Malone

Colonial Secretary

Stanley Airfield.

2.

for COLONIAL SECRETARY

n1* 7

JB

Lt/Col» Wheatley needs to establish certain facts in connection 
with his investigations into the logistics of the airfield con
struction project. Will you please let me know, in duplicate and as 
a matter of’ top priority, the following:

In considering the foregoing you should keep in mind, that, in 
future, we hope to have more flexibility built in to our medical 
staffing with, perhaps, more medical officers stationed in Stanley 
and the out-station work covered through greater use of the flexibility 
provided by the internal air service.

(1) On the supposition that the airfield is built by an R.E. 
construction company numbering 200 -
<) could the two medical officers stationed in Stanley cope?
b) Would hospital facilities be adequate?
c) What payment would you envisage should be made? 

(presumably on a per capita, annual basis)



URGENT
2W8

71IJth August

Colonial Secretary

Stanley Airfield

b) could telephones be connected? and
c) What would be the cost of connection?

the position if a camp was to be established at Cape Pembroke.

•'

for COLONIAL SECRETARY

JB

Superintendent9 Posts &
Telec ommunicat i ons

On the supposition that the construction of the airfield is 
undertaken by Royal Engineers and that a camp might need 
to be constructed for them either in Stanley or at the 
airfield site (which for the moment should be regarded us 
being at Cape Pembroke)
a) how many telephone lines could be made available to the 

R.E’s;

2.
of

Your answer sh uld be set out in two columns, one relating to the 
position if a camp was to be constructed in Stanley, the other relating 
to

Please provide me v/ith your answer in duplicate and as a matter 
top priority.

Lt/Col. Wheatley needs to establish certain facts in connection 
with his investigation into the logistics of the airfield con
struction project, will you please let me know the following:

u



19 7113th. August

Colonial Secretary
Dr. Malone

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject Stanley Airfield Memo, 2^08

Para. 1
a) Yes. If, however, the

No._________
It is 1’equested 

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above 
number and date 
should be quoted.

I should stress that the above is a”snap” personal assesment 
in answer to your urgent memo, and is obviously open to a more 
careful discusion in depth,

Charles M. Malone,
Medical Officer.

VcP) 
) 

4>/

Royal Engineers felt they 
would like their own M.O. here I can see no 
objection.

b) Yes, within the prevailing limitations governing 
treatment of the present population.

c) This is complicated owing to the existing methods 
of raising the finances to cover the Health Service. 
Charging payment on a per capita basis for treatment 
within the colony,a charge of say £25 per patient to 
cover all costs would not be excessive and would be 
in line with Private Hospital Insurance in the U.K. 
Owing to the high cost of treatment overseas,careful 
consideration would have to be given to the problem. 
Perhaps the easiest way out would be for the Arm^o 
pay these costs themselves if and when they arise.

MEMORANDUM

X 13
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Ag. D*C.A. Copies to H.E. A C.S.

Albatross Flight of Friday, 20th August

One of the possibilities which Vice-Ccxaodoro Lob has been

2.

3. It will be useful for Lt/Cdr. Walsh to be able to consult 
the Albatross handbook which was given to you by the pilot of the 
last amphibian to visit us and. I shall be grateful if you will 
let him borrow it as I would, expect it contains a good deal of 
the sort of information on the amphibians* characteristics in the 
water and coming out of the water on wheels which will be relevant 
to the survey of the approaches which I have mentioned in the 
previous paragraph of this minute •

This morning I visited the hovercraft unit with Vioe- 
C cm odor o Lob* We had discussions with Lt/Cdr* Walsh and he has 
kindly undertaken to make a quick survey of the approaches to the 
slipway for Vice-Comodoro Lob. At the same time I arranged with 
Lt/Cdr. Walsh that he would meet the pilot of the Albatross visit
ing us on 20th August immediately he comes ashore in order to take 
him to the hovercraft unit and to make an on the spot investigation 
of the possibility of using the slipway and apron in emergencies. 
A visit by the pilot of the Albatross to the hovercraft unit is 
necessary because none of the visiting team of Argentine Air Force 
officers has flying boat experience.

investigating concerns the use, in emergencies, of the hovercraft 
unit's slipway and hard-standing for an Albatross. For example, 
in the case of the need for one of the aircraft to be repaired on 
the spot here, the hovercraft unit's facilities are the obvious 
ones to use.

If it is possible for you to accompany the Albatross pilot 
and Lt/Cdr. Walsh when they go to inspect the hovercraft slipway 
and hard-standing I think it would be useful* but if your duties 
as flight controller prevent you from doing so it would be as well 
to put yourself in the picture in discussion with Lt/Cdr. Walsh 
afterwards •



17th August 71

Dear Vice-Comodoro Lob, .

Yours sincerely,

7

JB

I suggest that, provided your other work engagements 
permit, we have a meeting on the matter in the Conference 
Room in the Secretariat at 2.30 p.m. this afternoon. . I shall 
be able to call in members of my staff, as necessary, in 
order to deal with particular points.

(J, A. Jones) 
Colonial Secretary

7:- '*

Vice-Comodoro Lob, 
Upland Goose Hotel, 
Stanley.

I had a short discussion yesterday evening with Group 
Captain Melrose. I understand from him that you have a 
number of questions which you would like to ask me and 
various members of my staff.

2/



Mr. Jones

1.

4.

6.

7. TELEPHONE LINE, how many. Communications and water supply.

11./...

)

They presume that no LANDING TAX (landing fees) would be
This seems to me

5.
at

The following is a number of, and probably incomplete list of 
the items which Vice-Comodoro Degon Lob told me he would like to 
discuss with you and appropriate members of your staff.

PROVISION OF BUILDINGS AND SHELTER for passengers and equipment 
temporary airport site.

AUTHORITY FOR INSTALLING SINGLE SIDE BAI® EQUIPMENT AND VHP at 
Presumably ditto for the permanent when

ARRANGEMENTS FOR RE'ITTIKG STERLING, U.S. DOLLARS AND AP.CL^ITINE 
This

ELECTRICAL power including 3-phase for charging of ground 
batteries for starting their aircraft.

TEMPORARY AIRFIELD ARRAi'TGEl.ZHTS FOR CONTROL OF AIRCRAFT KOV’El.ENTS 
(approach to airfield and landing control).

9.
PESOS to the Argentine after collection of cost of passages, 
opens up the whole question of interchange of currencies by crew and 
passengers which had better be discussed with your Treasurer and a 
banker present, I suggest.

3.
the temporary airfield, 
ready.

8.
charged at the temporary or the permanent site.
correct since an Argentine military aircraft visiting the United 
Kingdom would not be liable for this and they are only charged for 
civil aeroplanes.

SELECTION OF OFFICE FOR LADE and living accommodation for their 
representative who will live in Stanley. They are thinking of sending 
a retired Air Force officer and this seems to hold considerable 
advantages. They would like to hear your views about it.

10. While the Albatross amphibian flights continue they would like 
to maintain a STORE OF JATO TAKE-OFF ROCKETS in Stanley (2 were left 
from the last flight). They would like an immediate availability of 
5 x 80 gallon drums of aviation Fuel 100/130 octane. This, I believe, 
is at present being used by the Beaver sea-planes. Later on, if the 
Guarani operates here they would require JP1 fuel which may possibly 
by the same as avtur used by the Hovercraft Unit. This leads to 
consideration of whether or not fuel should be charged to them. I 
suggest definitely no in the case of fuel for the amphibian which is 
to be a free service without charge for any passenger,so long as it 
lasts but, when LADE operate with the Guarani they would be using 
regular quantities of JP1 and since they will be commercial flights 
perhaps it would be appropriate to charge them for the JP1 and deduct 
it from their takings in fares? I do not know, it should, be 
considered.

2. METHOD OF DECIDING PRIORITIES FOR PASSENGER TRAVEL. Documentation 
preparation prior to flights. Type of manifesto to be used which in 
their view would conform to Argentine regulations, ie, not international 
but as used for internal traffic. This seems to me okay?



2*

13.

Need for a place to deposit EXPLOSIVE TORTYL?

17. They would like to have details of BANKS in Stanley and whether 
these are represented in Argentina..

G/Cant. Me Ir o se 
17.8*71

Would any LORRIES be available in Stanley to do the work of 
on the temporary

16.
moving sand, stones etc. during levelling operations 
site.

15. If 4-6 men came in September for 6 days as the detailed recce 
party could a landrover be put at their disposal for constant use?

11. MIL CHARGES. Types of STAMPS to be used and procedure for 
onward passage of mail bags after reaching Comodoro Rivadavia.
12. They asked if they could have a SOUNDINGS CHART to show them 
depth of water in the Harbour to facilitate the putting ashore of 
vehicles for the building of the temporary airfield.

INVESTIGATION OF ACCOMMODATION for up to 20 men for a period 
of 2j_—6 months. The choices would be billeting, hotel or renting a 
house/houses which they would manage themselves.



MEMORANDUM

16th August t 19 71

.^..C^cni^...Secx«taryl To:

The Secretariat,

STMLKI.

Subject Stanley Airfield.

Camp will he built worth of the Race Course,

ENT.

Posts A Telecommunications Dept • , 
Stanley, Falkland Islands.

7 is that 4 
telephones

No._______________

It is requested 
that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above 
uwnber and date 

be quoted.

2. If the Camp and the Airfield is to be sited, in the Cape Pembroke area, 
telephone connections would be a major operation. It is understood, that the 
Power and Electrical Department would have to erect an overhead, power transmiss
ion line on a pole route down the south side of Stanley Harbour, across the 
entrance to the Canaohe and onwards to the site. The Superintendent, Power 
and Electrical Department has been consulted with a view to utilising his pole 
route for telephone lines and this has been agreed. While it is not considered 
good Post Office practice to have power lines and communications cables on the 
same pole route, this step m is suggested in the interests of economy. We 
would prefer to go underground but with a pole route in existence the extra 
expense involved would not be justified. Screened cable would be used thus 
obviating a possible noise element from the power line. A preliminary rough 
estimate of the cost of telephone lines to the Cape Pembroke area is £6,000. 
It is understood that the R.E’a. would only require two telephones in this 
area and the answer to your para. 1 (a) and (b) is that two lines could be made 
available nt the above cost with provision for a further 28 at a later date. 
The cost of each connection to the subscriber would be as in the last sentence 
of 1 above.

With reference to ycur Memorandum No. 2408 ef 1}th August 1971 «n the 
subject of telephonic communications for the above project, the matter has 
been discussed with Lieut/Col. Wheatley and the following appreciation of 
the position is submitted :

1. Assuming that the RfE. Camp will be built north of the Race Course, 
the answer to your para. 1 (a) and (b)/could be made available at negligible 
cost. On present legislation the cost of each connection to the subscriber 
would be £6.50 per annum (your para 1 (0) refers).

From:   



2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

ib.

ii.

The Falkland’ Xfclanxa Co*Ltd arrange transfers to Uruguay 
through their agents: Messrs ftaclean & LU-pleuon 3. .'••
it io anticipate.! xii-t the. British Bahaa ay at auenoe .urea • 
would bo willing to assist with thj trauafor of cash 1’rosa 
the Falkland Islands should'there be any dllfaculties in .• 
the acceptance .of-,vrai*tA. the Falkland Islands by th© . 
Buenos Aires A;nks.

Peraiaaion wllx be givon for th-> transfer to Ar ..vntiaa of 
fares etc. paid to V-X in th/ Falkl/nu lalaaab.

Currency circulating in the Falkland inlands is restricted 
to £b» XI and 5>jp notes ioauea oy the Falkland. Ilianas 
bo-;ora»ent and the following new British Jecinal -oms 
1P> 2p» ??» and 1 p.

Itoteo on bankin .>.. trftfieferrlirr uonoy to and 
i'roia ths *• .nlkl^aa Xel^.L^^.. Ate*,

Transfers to the .Bchaduled .Territories are not restricted*
All transfers-to-the Foreign Jxcnan e re subject to 
local exchange control*
The Treasury maintains a auall a toe.: of fcuik of ‘ England no toe for 
Issuing to travellers who ax'o residents of th© Falkland Islands*

‘h>» .-

Transfers of c'iuh to 3oUth i^erica are Loimlly made through 
the Treasury by .drafts drawn’on the Crown Agents. lor Oversea 
Govornsienta and Aakoxuetratioua in London. The payees of the 
drafts noracily exchange the/, at one of the Baxucs la 3outh 
•<Qorica usually x'he Bah* of London and bouth .dserica.
One aerciHit co^aio.^i,on is payable on ur -fta at the t-lzae /f Ideue, 
Some

South jaericfui firue prefer to send their reaittana&s to 
London for crocil of their accounts wlta x#oacton banka.

The Falkland islands doveraaont h&a its own Sxchair-e Control 
Ord inane o* file restriction on the export of cur>.enaic3 etc. 
is similar to U.A. s..^» at present each traveller from the 
1‘alkland Xalanis xs Remitted, to t«ke £25 in ^ank of wn-iand 
aot&e out of the Falkland Island* and in foreign exchange 
for holidays out^x-u? the bahwouled xerrxtoriea (sterling Area). 
Visitors are-allow©1 to _ako out any iorei^n notes which they 
brou ght in with tneia.

1. Tho2*e nro no coaoercial banks in the Falkland islands. Ihe 
Falkland Islands Co.Ltd are correspondents lor ^loyia Bank 
London and rotate Louis sillxasaa for Hambros Bank boiuttni* 
Both liras issuu travellex's cheques for the scheduled 
territories (LteriinArea} and. th© forei;<n exchange area*

. The; Falkland Xslonds Gov^raia^nt operates a .BavinBank.
The wxinurn amount that any omt dopositor my Mve in the
Bank is interact at p.a. is craditod on deposits
that have been in the bank lor a complete quarter x.e.
Jan - H’.irt A,pi * June, July - Jeptouber,- October - jecomber. •
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4.

(DA..

(4) Accommodation for the construction p«rty for the temporary a irfield.
This, together with the question of accommodation for the LADE 
Manager stationed in Stanley is going to present very real 
difficulties•

This question 
The Argentine

The following is a list of the answers to the questions contained 
in Group Captain Melrose’s minute of the 17th August, utilising the 
same serial numbers;

7'^

(1) Getting the interim amphibian air service going, 
is partly related to the documentation question, 
military thinking is that this service could start in January 
next, i.e. because it has been announced that “Darwin” is being 
withdrawn at the end of December. I have worked on the Argentines 
with the idea that the service should start in December with, if 
possible, two flights before Christmas. Public relations-wise, 
as well as from a number of other points of view, it is desirable 
for the service to be inaugurated before Christmas and for us

/ not to be left with a complete gap in our passenger and airmail 
J services from end November to some unspecified time in January.

2. In what follows two basic assumptions are made, the first, that 
there will be a temporary airfield as the second phase between the 
interim amphibian air service and the full land plane service on the 
Cape Pembroke airfield; the second, that the temporary airstrap will 
be at Hookers Point. This will mean that the power, water and 
telephone line to the main airfield will cross the western neck of 
the Canache and will not serve the temporary airfield. Thus special 
arrangements will need to be made for the supply of these facilities 
to the temporary airfield though, at a later stage, it might be 
possible to run spurs off the main facility line to the temporary 
airfield should this be considered necessary.

(2) The temporary airfield project. Hookers Point appears to be 
the selected site. Vice-Comodoro Lob has persistently spoken 
to me about the need for some further special Agreement between 
Governments for this airfield but I would hope that we would 
not have to waste time being over-formal about this. RsThe 
diplomats having been away in Camp I have not been able to find 
out their views on this aspect of it and the two subsidiary items.

I had a meeting which lasted from 2.JO - J.1J p.m. yesterday and 
from 8.J0 - ?.00 this morning with the Argentine Air Force team to 
deal with the queries contained in the minute from Group Captain Melrose 
to me dated the 17th August, a copy of which I passed to you yesterday.

*/(j) A visit to our Postal Administration of a senior English-speaking 
member of the Argentine Postal Administration both to establish 
direct personal relations as well as to sort out details regarding 
the carriage of mail. I had briefly mentioned this possibility 
to Balcarce and Louge, as you know, and our Postal Administration 
welcomes the idea. It should take place, if this can be arranged, 
well before the inauguration of the interim amphibian air service 
in December.

J. As I see it, apart from the question of the main airfield with 
which this minute is not directly concerned, there are two main and 
two subsidiary problems which we shall need to discuss with Balcarce, 
Louge and (as regards some of them only) Vice*-Comodoro Lob. These are -



2.

in

There will be no problem.

pa ssengers, crew;

(3) I have agreed that landing fees vzill not be charged.

(9) '7e foresee no difficulties here.

(10)/.. .

, Sterling and dollar transfers 
will be made by drafts through London while LADE will be able to 
take out pesos in their aircraft.

7
(1) I haro. mentioned the difficulty that there may be in finding 

accommodation for the LADE Manager and consider that we shall, 
a few weeks time, have to put out some sort of advertisement 
over our local radio. I have told Vice^Comodoro Lob that I 
consider the proposal to select a retired Air Force officer to 
be an excellent idea. He would have both the right background 
and the degree of experience necessary for what will, to a 
considerable extent, be a public relations as well as an 
executive job.

(2)l have agreed that, in spirit as well as in accordance with the 
letter of the Joint Statement, the manifesto of the type 
proposed should be used. A copy of each manifesto will be 
provided for D.C.A. for record purposes.

we vzill supply a

(5) SPW vzill be able to install b°sic accommodation consisting of 
refurbished nissen huts with toilet and washing facilities for 

plus some storage space.

(7) There is no problem over th? provision of a telephone line as 
an instrument can be put on the present line to the Lighthouse 
and arrangements nr de for priority use in connection with the 
airfield and aircraft movements to be arranged on the one day 
a week when flying can be expected. When the power and other 
lines have been laid to the main airfield it will be easy to 
run a separate line to the temporary airfield.
Again, for the reasons stated the beginning of this minute, 
water supply arrangements to the temporary airfield will be 
minimal. P.T.D. will install two 500 gallon banks and these 
vzill be kept filled by road haulage.

(6) It has been agreed that we vzill supply a small generator for 
use at the temporary airfield, primarily because of the power 
line problem referred to at the beginning of this minute. 
S.P.E. has telegraphed the Crown Agents for a quotation for a 
suitable small generator and we will hope to be able to get it 
out by the nA.E.S.n at around the end of the year.

(4) Aircraft control movements. There will be no problem. Provided 
agreed frequencies can be used between Comodoro and Stanley to 
which neither side sees any difficulties, control and handing 
over at a particular point in the journey from Comodoro to Stanley 
Control will be routine. Stanley control, through the D.C.A.., 

would be in charge until the aircraft came within VHP range when 
control would automatically be taken over at the airfield.

(p) I have informed the Argentines that authority for a SSB for 
communications use^t between the LADE Manager and Comodoro vzill 
be authorised. The purpose of this set will not be for aircraft 
control, but primarily in connection with passenger booking and 
onward travel arrangements. I have also assured the Argentines 
that they will be permitted to install VHP at the temporary 
airfield when they wish.



(10) Fuel storage presents no problem.

I have not yet come up with

(12].) See (10) above.

(15) A Landrover vri.ll be provided.

(12.) I have provided Vice-Como dor o Lob with the relevant chart.
In addition I have mentioned to you in another minute that 
Lt. Cdr. Walsh had undent alee n to make a quick survey of the 
approaches to the Hovercraft slipway for Lob.

fed.

(17) The position where we have no banks but only banking correspondents 
and where the Treasury is the closest thing to a bank which we 
have has been explained to the Argentines. I also explained to 
them that although applications were being received to establish 
banking businesses here we were advising applicants that we 
expect to pass banking legislation fairly soon.

(.1) I have recently written to the Office and B.A. about the 
question of marking mail and mail bags in accordance with the 
Joint Statement. As soon as we have a clearer idea of how this 
marking is to be effected it will be useful if a senior Argentine 
Post Office official car. visit us and discuss any details regarding 
mail arrangements, charges, etc, with our Postmaster. I under
stand that the intention is that all our mail will be carried with 
special precautions from Comodoro to B.A. where it will be dealt 
with under the supervision of a senior official of the Argentine 
Postal Administration in order to obviate risks of defa.cem.ent and 
so on. It will be very useful for our Postal Administration to 
have personal contact with the Argentine official concerned. 
V/liile there could be no objection to our Postmaster visiting B.A. 
I consider, because of the smallness of our staff, that a visit 
from B.A. to us is preferable.

(16) I have suggested to the Argentines that they would be well 
advised to bring some transport of their own, explaining that/ 
while there is lorry transport available for hire here the 
numbers available are small and the transport is frequently 
fully engaged on seasonal tasks such as carrying peat. For 
this reason it would be unwise of the Argentines to rely on 
being able to have it available whenever they wanted it. I 
understand that the Argentines will bring a certain amount of 
transport of their own.

(13) This is going to present problems. 
a solution.

100/130 octane fuel supply 
presents no problem either since it is what we use in the 
Beavers. '“'e have not yet been able to identify whether dPl 
is the fuel used by the Hovercraft or, less likely, by ’’Endurance” 
helicopters. We are still working on this. If it is not a type 
of fuel which is in use here at all LABE will probably fly in 
their own supply later on. JATO rocket storage as well as 
tortyl explosive storage (12«.) also present no problem. We have 
ample room in our magazine.
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fJ

c.s.

I have the following comments.2.
a.

b.

c.

The Argentinians have an obligation under the recently 
signed Agreements to provide the amphibian service and 
like you I hope that this can start in December so that 
at least Christmas mail will come in before the holidays.

S. G.L.
18.8.1971

We will have to put some punch behind the problem of 
accommodation both for the Lade Manager and for the 
construction party which requires accommodation for 
4/6 months. Possibly one of the camp proprietors who 
has a house unoccupied in Stanley might be prepared to 
help in regard to the construction party. What I am 
thinking of is putting in a housekeeper to look after 
the house and provide temporary accommodation for the 
team. I regard accommodation for the Lade Manager or 
Lade Representative as so important that if we cannot 
get something on the open market we should if necessary 
be prepared to make a quarter available.

!i d.‘Il

Thank you for a very detailed and helpful minute. As 
discussed on the telephone I will hold myself ready any time 
tomorrow morning J^efor^ a discussion with Senor Louge and 
Senor Balcarce and Vice Comodoro Lob: if necessary we can have 
Group Captain Melrose in on the act as well.

The temporary airfield project is a suggestion made by 
by the Argentinians to get themselves off the hook about 
having to carry a service for two or three years with 
expensive amphibians. However I think we should do 
everything possible to help them with their alternative 
plans and, as they are alternative plans, I do not 
consider any formal Agreement is required: possibly an 
Exchange of Letters would suffice. Also I do not want 
to play our cards before the meeting tomorrow. I think 
we should be prepared to put up some help towards the 
cost of the temporary airfield project.

W
I agree that a visit by Senior Postal Administration 
Official from B.A. is urgently required.
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ft 490
1 8th August 1 971 •CAs. Dept. E.

Dear Sirs,

4. Method 'A*

TB’5. Method

6. Method >Ct

You may wish to suggest combinations of !Af TBf
’C’.

As method *A’ but with overhead telephone cable 
suspended from power line supports,

7.and

2. As mentioned at 1 . plans are not yet finalised
but in anticipation that they will be it is important that 
as much information as you are likely to require is on hand 
with you to enable firm orders for distribution equipment 
to be ordered with the least possible delay.

Technical Enquiry
Falkland Islands Airport Power Supply.

3. I have enclosed a map showing the proposed
airport site and power line route. There are it is believed 
three possible alternative methods of supplying power to 
the site together with a thirty pair telephone cable.

Underground power and telephone cable laid in 
same trench over whole route. At the C crossing either 
overhead or by submarine cabling. Minimum mid span clear
ance would be 40 feet. Small fishing craft and small motor 
boats use the jetty shown, maximum depth of water at high 
tide is 2^- fathoms, there is a fair tidal race through the 
narrow passage. The Canache Bay is ... little used as the 
water is shallow. It would be an advantage for the power 
cables to be jointed through surface disconnecting boxes 
for ease of possible fault finding. PVC armoured cabling 
is preferred for ease and quickness of jointing.

1 • Investigations are being made on the construction
of an airport in the vicinity of Stanley on the Cape Pemb- 
broke peninsular. Indications have been given that a power 
supply will be required at this site during the construction 
period and to continue after the airport is established for 
the various airport services. No firm estimate has yet been 
given of what the electrical demand is to be but it is 
thought that 50 Kva should be sufficient during the early 
yearsof operation, future development may require an increase 
but it is unlikely to exceed 250 Kva.

3.3 Kv. 3 phase 0.05 sq.in. overhead line feeding 
from the exsisting 3.3 Kv. Stanley circuit shown at A on the 
map. Connection here could be made at an existing transformer 
substation via a fused indoor mounted disconnection box. A 
30 pair telephone cable laid underground along a similar route 
crossing overhead on the power poles at the sea crossing- 
shown at C approx. 150 yard span. The line would terminate 
at B into an Hv. OCB. of a 50 Kva. transformer, indoor.



3/
2.

for Colonial Seceratary

Yours faithfully,
( Sgd, E.C.Gutteridge &

9. Stanley power distribution is overhead at 3.3 Kv.
3 phase, 0.05 sq_. in. copper conductors, both steel and 
red fir wood poles are in use with wishbone crossarms.
10. I would be pleased if you would examine the three 
proposals, select which you believe to be the most econ
omic and practical amd inform me by air letter.

8. Average wind speeds throughout the year are 16 
knots, strong winds of 60 knots of several hours duration 
are also experienced. Minimum winter temperatures rarely 
exceed 26 d. F. Lightning is not infrequent.

c.c. Lt. Col. Wheatley, R.Bs. 
Ministry of Defence. 
London.



NEWSLETTER
Friday 20th August 1971

Th© following is a message from the Governor:

This has been an exciting and exhilirating week with the technical
mission which arrived by the amphibian Albatross on Wednesday 11th working
hard to solve some of the problems over the introduction of the interim
air service and the construction of the main airfield.

Colonel Wheatley of the Royal Engineers whose main task has been
looking at the problems of the permanent field has in the lack of a
better alternative come down in favour of Cape Pembroke and will so be

Attache at the British Embassy, B.A. , has been looking at possible sites
for a temporary strip to take land planes pending the completion of the
main field as it has become clear that for the type of interim service

A possibleenvisaged the amphibian is not the most suitable of aircraf t.

site has been selected in the Hooker Point area on a ridge lying to the

west of the Point and south of the Canache, c However many problems remain

to be studied and indeed discussed between Governments and 1 would like

to stress that at this stag© no decisions have been taken regarding the

construction of the temporary strip. In due course the Executive

Council will have to consir er what is involved and you, the members of

the public, will be kept informed of developments.

A

i

reporting when he returns to London.

The Argentine mission assisted by Group Captain Melrose, the Air

’ ,4; ■ 

A'
I

3/”

I would like to take this opportunity of thanking all those f 
concerned for the way they have co-operated to ensure that the technioS 
mission has been able to carry out its task within the very ,tight 
deadline involved. Also I would like to thank all those people who 
have extended hospitality to Group Captain Melrose, Colonel Wheatley, 
Senor Louge, Colonel Balcarce and Viceccmodoro Lob and the members of 
the technical mission * the hospitality has been in the great tradition 
for which the Kelpers are famed. > !

• ■ i 
■■ »
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FOREWORD

Fran a polemic by Samuel J ohnson, March 1771»

THOUGHTS COT THE LATE TRAJsSAQTIOnS RESPECTING FALKLAND'S 1SIAND6

MA few spots of earth, which in the deserts of the ocean, had almost

escaped human notice, and which, if they had not happened to make a

sea-mark, had perhaps never had a name."

"What have we acquired? What, but a bleak and gloomy solitude, the

empty sound of an ancient title to a Magellanic rock; an island thrown

aside from human use, stormy in winter, and barren in summer; an island

which not the southern savages have dignified with habitation; where a

Garrison must be kept in a state that contenplates with envy the exiles

of Siberia; of which the expense to. 11 be perpetual, and the use only

occasional; and which, if fortune smiles upon our labours, may become

a nest of smugglers



orders

The orders for the reconnaissance ware issued under cover of1.

MOD ASD 7 letter A/BR/5228/ASD 7 dated 3 August 1971> and wore
classified as restricted*

A copy of the orders is included at Annex A and a sujamary is2.

given below*

You ax’O to oariy out a reconnaissance in East Falkland Island in3.

August 1971s-

To assess in broad terms the Royal Engineer effort requireda.

to construct a permanent airfield on Cape Pembroke, -vvith a

runway J6oo ft ox* 4000 ft long, Code Letter 0 and LCK 15*

You are to determine if a suitable alternative site existsb*

which meets the criteria, but requires less engineering effort*

You are to liaise -with the Argentine reconnaissance partyc*

and report on the feasibility of any Argentine proposal relating

to a temporary landing ground*

d* The reconnaissance is to be -without prejudice to ary

militaiy commitment for ary construction work to be carried out

by Royal Engineers*
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The Falkland Islands are in the South Atlantic, about 400 miles

north-east of Cape Horn and about 400 miles east of the eastern end

of the fta^cllnn Straits. (See Annex B)

S tanley is the only town in the Falklands, It is in East Falkland

and has a population of’ about 1000$ \vhich is approximately half of the

is included as Annex C.

The Falkland Islands form a British Colony, with a Governor and

Argentina has a long standing claim to possession of the Falkland

Islands. After a period of "bitterness in relations between Argentina

and Britain, a new political climate now prevails, where all is apparently

friendly and a spirit of co-qpeiution exists. This new warmth of feeling

culminated in the signing of an Agreement between Britain and Argentina

in Buenos Aires on 5 August 1971*

Extracts from the Agreement are as follows:-

a. “Tiie British Government sliould take the necessary measures to

arrange for a regular shipping service for passengers, cargo and

arrange for a regular service of weekly frequency ty air for

passengers, cargo and mail between the Argentine mainland and

The Falkland Islands group has two main islands (East and West 

Falkland) and about 200 smaller islands.

the Falkland Islands. "

Coroander in Chief, His Excellency Mr. E. G. Lewis,

mail between the Falkland Islands and the Argentine mainland."
b. "The Argentine Government should take the necessary measures to

total population of the Falkland Islands. A map of the Falkland Islands



"Pending the completion of the airfield at Port Stanley> thec.

Argentine Government should provide a temporary service by

amphibian aircraft between the Argentine mainland and the

This serviceFalkland Islands for passengers, cargo and mail*

should be reviewed from time to time in the lifiit of progress

Extract from a radio speech to the Falkland Islands on J July 1971

an Under Secretary of State, Foreign and.

Crxaaonv.’calth Office*

’•As I told you before we left Stanley, the British Government

accepts responsibility’- for the provision of an adequate airfield

in the Falkland Islands, and as far us I can see at the manent,

Having stated that Britain will provide a permanent aerodreme in the

Falkland Islands, FCO is consider?.ng making a formal request to MOD that

should build it*

As Argentina finds that the cost of operating the Albatross amphibian

sortie) they are proposing to build a temporary

This would enable an aeroplane to be used instead of an amphibian,runway*

while Britain is providing the permanent aerodrome*

The requirement is for a single runway, Code Letter C, 3&J0 ft or

4000 ft long, LCN 15* A taxiway and apron are also to be provided*

The full criteria are given in Annex F*

VZainwri^it and Mr. F. J. Botham who visited the Falkland Islands in 1969*

The aerodrome layout is given at Annex K*

Full acknowledgment is made to the excellent report by Mr. B. J.

by Mr. D. A. Scott, C.k*C®,

is very high (£3,600 a

this will almost certainly be at Cape Pembroke."

in the construction of the airfield mentioned above.”



Mr. Wainwright was consulted before and after the present reconnaissance.

MS KtmmiSSANCB PAROT

Members of the party were:-

Group Captain J. 3. Melrose, DFC, RAF, Air Attache, Buenos Airesa»

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Lt Col R. Wheatley 62 CI& (Const)&

Senor Louge and Coronel Balcarce did not concern themselves much

They spent most of■with th© Aerodrome or temporary rumay reconnaissance.

their time in the Camp (the outlying areas) on a P.R. and fact finding

mission.

The remaining members of the party we together most ci the time;

visiting sites, attending meetings and appraising the capability and

intentions of each other.

Mr. T. W. Rayans, Superintendent of Works, accompanied the aerodrome

He was most helpful, li&rdworld.ng and reliable.party throughout.

The parly arrived in the Falkland Islands by an Albatross amphibian

aircraft on 11 August 1971 and departed by the same aircr?if t on 20 August

1971a

Coronel (Colonel) (retd) Luis Gonsales Balcjirce
Attached to the Miristzy of Foreign 
Affairs, Falkland Island (Malvinas) 
Departo^nt

Senor Luis Carlos Louge, First Secretary, Argentine Ministry of 
Foreign Affairs, Falkland Island (Malvinas) 
Department

Vice Comodoro (Wg Cdr) Alcides A. Began Lob, Argentine Air Force 
(pilot)

Mayor (Maj/Squ Ldr) Carlos F. Bloomer Reeve, Argentine Air Force
(pilot)

Mayor (Maj/Sqn Lar) Luis Fexnoxdno, Argentine Air Force, 
Airfield Construction Branch



SITING- THE AERODROME

It is considered that the best site for a pennanent aerodrome,

though it is vezy far from ideal, is on Cape Pembroke: as suggested

The site has little to commend itby Mr. Wainwri^it and Mr. Botham.

from the engineering point of view, until one has compared it with

alternative sitesj when it tends to become more attractive, though it

is a morbid attraction.

The location is shown on Annex E.

Also shown in Annex E are some of the alternative sites considered.

Murray Heights, HAWa.

(D It was too short to meet the minimum length criterium.
(2) There were maxy large, complicated radio aerials obstructions

which would have to be moved.
(3) It is at a height where cloud would make flying impossible

on many days when a lower aerodrome would be clear.
(4) Most of the peat had been moved from the site, but this did

not outwiigh the disadvantages.

b. The Race Course, "B"
(1) This was only 900 yards long, not quite straight, rather

uneven and there were some very large, very complicated sets
of radio and radar masts obstructing the approaches. These
obstructions include the European Space Research Organisation
station.

(2) The whole area is overlain with peat.
(j) It is not suitable for Code Letter C aerodrome.



Goose Green, WCM (this is near Stanleys there is another Goosec.

Green much further away)

(1) The possible sites would not acccmmodate a 3&00 ft runway.
(2) The area is predominantly peat.

(3) It is not considered suitable.

Cape Pembroke mud/peat/sand flats, nDrtd.

(1) These were initially promising as they were flat, long and

correctly aligned. Hand digging at first revealed sand in

a few places, but eventually hard digging revealed that

peat was predominant. When digging was undertaken by a

JOB back-acher, it was seen that the site averaged 6 feet

of peat, on highly plastic clay and large boulders.

(2) The site is not suitable.

Yorke Bay, "EMe.

(1) ’This site was suggested by several locals, with the
intention of landing on the sand at low tide.

(2) Only aircraft of the Islander, Twin Otter types could
use this site, but the aircraft would suffer deterioration

At highfrom the salt water which lies around at low tide.
tide the suitable landing grounds are covered by the sea.

(3) Certainly not suitable

T 7

as a permanent aerodrome.



Goose Green, WCH (this is near Stanley; there is another Goosec.

Green much further away)

(1) The possible sites would not acccmmodate a 3600 ft runway.
(2) The area is predominantly peat.

(3) It is not considered suitable.

d.

correctly aligned. Hand digging at first revealed sand in

a few places, but eventually hard digging revealed that

peat was predominant. When digging was undertaken by a

JOB back-acher, it was seen that the site averaged 6 feet

of peat, on highly plastic clay and large boulders.

(2) The site is not suitable.

Yorke Bay, "Erte.

intention of landing on the sand at low tide.
(2) Only aircraft of the Islander, Twin Otter types could

use this site, but the aircraft would suffer deterioration
At highfrom the salt water vfaich lies around at low tide.

tide the suitable landing grounds are covered by the sea.

(3) Certainly not suitable as a peimanent aerodrome.

7"

Cape Pembroke mud/peat/sand flats, nDM

(1) These were initially promising as they were flat, long and

(1) This site was suggested by several locals, with the



Below Wireless Ridge, "Fwfa

(1) This site is on the lower slopes, south of Wireless Ridge.

Sea-plane, stated that the side was undesirable because of
the heavy down draughts f ran the top of Wireless Ridge.

(4) The site was not considered further.

South of Mt Low; stone runs; "G"

(1) The stone runs to the south of Mt Low and also to the south
of Beagle Ridge were viewed from the air.

However, the stone runs would be a difficult materialtheme.

on which to work.

(J) Access for construction vehicles and site workers would be

extremely difficult.

(4) Haul roads and

and time consuming.

(5) The site is considered inferior to Cape Pembroke.

Hookers Point, wHrth.

(1) The site is

Point and to the south of The Canache.

J feet of sand lying on peat.

deep peat bogs.

( 2) Engineering work would entail side-hill cut in rock and peat.
(3) Mr. Ian Campbell, pilot of the Government Air Service Beaver

(2) For about 650 to 700 yards the site has about one foot to
Outside these limits are

a permanent road vzould bo difficult, expensive

on the ridge above and to the west of Hookers

(2) The main attraction at first was on the "anything but peat"



(j) The approaches ar© good*

(4) The site is conveniently placed to Stanley and is connected

permanent aerodrome* It is a possible site for a tenporazy

runway, for aircraft such as the Andover, if airfield

matting is used*

Cape Pembroke

The Cape Pembroke site is dealt with fully in the Wainwright/

Botham Report. The borehoK details are given on Drawing No* CE 6

78/69 dated 7 July 1969. The borehole readings were obtained by
using a 1 inch diameter Mackintosh Auger*

To supplement these borehole readings some more "boreholing”
The V.:ainwright/8otham stripwas done using the PWD JOB back-acter*

8 holes were dug between the markers, sone along the centre-line
and some along the strip edges* In all cases it was found that there
was more than 6 feet of white sand under a few inches of peaty top
soil. It was rarely possible to dig more than 6 feet, as even with a

10 feet diameter hole the sides were falling in more quickly than the

water. Holes filled with water, seex^ing in from the sides in

approximately 10 minutes.

end markers (pipes set in concrete) appeared to be 4274 feet aj^art 

(these

to Stanley ty a road of beach cobbles and gravel.

(5) It is not long enou^ji, nor is the ground suitable for a

JOB could dig* Almost half the site was covered by shallow standing

now have tall red and white posts set beside them). About
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Outside the end markers: -

50 yards west of the west end marker there was 4 feet ofa.
sand on peat.
Just cutside the east marker there was:-b.
(1) J inches of peaty top soil

(2) 1 foot 10 inches of sand

(5) Peat
236 feet east of the east end marker there was:-c.

(3) 4 inches of peat coloured sand

(4) 3 feet of sand

(5) 2 inches of peat
(6) 1 foot of blue clay
(7) Large boulders and blue clay.

d. A further 230 feet east, there was:-
(1) 3 feet of sand
(2) Blue clay and boulders.

Wainwright and Botham saw the site at its best, as far as standing
water was concerned. show the site atThe photographs in Annex
its worst, according to local inhabitants. The scene presented by
the water on the site emphasises the drainage problem. Coping
adequately with drainage during construction and in the long term,
ccrnbined with achieving and maintaining adequate haul roads, represents
about half of the total technical problems.

Only a Detailed Reconnaissance will show for certain if a 4000
feet runway on a 4400 feet strip is feasible. The digging on 15 and 16
August with the JOB tends to show that a 4400 strij) length is not

(3) 3 inches of peat - not continuous - just in patches

(4) 4 feet of sand

(1) 2 inches of peaiy top soil
(2) 6 inches of sand

L.*.



impossible to achieve.

to be hanging 4 feet down after the sides of excavations had
collapsed. It is hoped that the roots were originally horizontal
and were left hanging from the top soil, cantilevered out above
the collapsed excavation. Searching for roots in the excavated
material tended to prove this, but it should be carefully checked
during the Detailed Reconnaissance,

It is considered
that GBR 10 is all that can be expected f ran the subgrade of white

It is therefore considered that a 10 inchsand compacted in site.
pavement is essential to achieve LCN 15* This can conveniently be
constructed of a 5 inch macadam sub-base and a 5 inch cement bound
granular base (CHIB). The CBG-B would be laid with a PP 90.

The Cardington tests do not give great encouragement to a cement
stabilised base and CBGB is considered to be suitable and convenient.
It has also been noted that Rock and Alluvium Engineers Limited tested

The
report is held by 62 ORE (Const).

It will be seen from Annex F that the pavement specification 

suggested by Wainwrighi/^°^bam has been altered.

A disturbing feature noticed in th© sit© investigation was

that in many places, roots fim the sparse vegetation were seen

Cape Pembroke sand stabilised with cement in 1968. Their 28 day tests 

on 2 cubes gave a compressive strength of 884 lbs/in2 and 940 lbs/in2. 

The results adjusted for 7 day strengths gave 663 lbs/in2 and 705 lbs/ 

in2. Both testa were with cement at 9/ moisture content.

u 6



The strip (excluding the runway) could, well be constructed with
a nwet sand mix’1 i.e. bituminous with lime.

The activity list at Annex R, the Cascade Diagram at Annex S,
Plant Lists, Materials List etc. are all based on this specification.
It is appreciated that the specification may have to be changed after
a Detailed Reconnaissance.

Sanpies have been taken as shown below. The PW have agreed to
ship them to the U. K.
The A.E»S. is due back in U.K. in early December 1971*

About 100 lbs of beach sand from Rookery Baya.
About 50 lbs of sand from the south edge of the stripb.
on the Cape Pembroke site, from 6 ft below ground level.
About 50 lbs of sand from the centre line of the Capec.
Pembroke site, from 3 ft below ground level.

d. About 40 lbs of beach rock, mainly cobbles, all from
Surf Bay.

on the A.E.S. addressed to 62 CRE (Const).



Undecided factors which aff^ot many issues

,A ccoHF.0 flat ion

Can a ship be provided as accommodation? If so, at whata*
cost to the project?

b.

Uhat is the cost of those huts which will be erected on thec.

Transport

Company (F.I.C.) going to provide & ship to ply between

frequency and at what passenger and freight rates?

be Is the MV DARWIN going to continue to operate to Montevideo?

Will it carry passengers and freight or just freight? It

passenger vessel in Deoaribor 1971«

Is the F.I.C# going to ru-charter the MV AES after Juno 1972?o.
Or will another ship be chartered in lieu of the-MV AES to
ply between the U.K. and the l?alkland Islands? If the service
is to continue, with wliat frequency and to what programme?

d> Is a scheduled Hercules flight possible from U.K. to say
Comodoro Rivadavia? Could it be flown about every J weeks
in the same manner as the schedule to Antigua? If BO,
at what cost? The Argentine Air Foroe will not raise any
airport charges.

e« Can an Andover be based at Comodoro Rivadavia in th© same

way that one is based in Antigua to serve Anguilla? If ...
so, what charges would bo levied against theprojeot? It 

week to East Falkland Island, if/.

aerodrome and left as permanent aerodrome buildings for use 
as stores and garages for the Falkland Islands?

’ could fly about tvrice a

a. Is the British Government (through the Falkland Islands

If no ship can be provided, oan hutting be made available

is believed that the DA -Wll'f will coase to operate as a
'• • ' • ' ’ ■ ■ ./ ■ ■ • . • t •

from ESG, free of charge, on loan?

the Falkland Islands and the Argentine mainland? See para 
above# If so, when will it start to operate, to where, with what



if the Argentinians complete a satisfactory temporary
The Andover will bo absolutely essential ifrunway#

the contraction unit is accommodated in a camp# If the
construction unit lives in a ship, it might just be possible
to manage without the An&ovor, but it would be highly
undesirable » The temporary runway would nott almost

certainly, be capable of taking a Hercules. The Andover
would be used for:-
(1) The supply of urgent spares which by some mischance
were not held in the Falkland Islands#
(2) The replacement to stores of spare parts which have
been used.
(3) Supply of fresh vegetables, fruit, eggs and the like#
Mutton and beef is the only food likely to be readily
available#in the Falkland Islands at reasonable cost#
(4) Reinforcements, replacements

cases etc out#

©ail too#
(6) SKC films in and out,, newspapers, any leave personnel
etc. etc#
(7) Materials, test cubes etc# for testing in Argentine
and U.K# laboratories#
(8) Rotating Argent inias/Chile an labour (sea below, P )

NB It is not anticipated that seats or capacity for freight
will be available fox* the R.E. personnel or R.E# employed
personnel on the initial civilian air service#

Civil Labour

that this will be approved, but rates will have to be negotiated,
as will food and accommodation charges#

Local Procurement Section/#.•

in, and casualties, cocrpfis si onate
(5) Classified mail, in ondcut and preferably all forces

17111 approval be given for the employment of 50 Argentine or

and official visitors,

Chilean labourers on aerodrome construction? It is firmly believed



I

Local Procurement Section
Can an R.A.O.C. Local Procurement Section of say an officer

is considered essential for, assuming other things, the supply
of fresh vegetables, fruit, eggs, etc.

COSTING

If any possible aerodrome construction in the Falkland

Islands by . R.E. units is classed as an exercise, it would be

Those full costs can include unrealistic inter-departmental charges
i

and would be very high.
The construction work would produce no better training than

could be obtained by building an airfield at say Lerwick in the
Shetlands Islands.

tasked with building the East Falkland Aerodrome, it is an
operation rather than an exercise, i.e an OP SHEEPSKIN rather
than an EX TREASURE ISLAND.

LABOUR

Manpower requirements for constructing the aerodrome are given
at Annex T, i.e. a force of all ranks. This allows for
50 Argentinian or Chilean employees, see below.

If a oamp has to be boilt a force of all ranks will be needed
Thison site for three months before the main body arrives.

force will not of course be needed if a ship is available for use
as accommodation.

The/...

Category III (in over 3 months) and therefore based on full costs.

It is suggested, for consideration, that if R.E. are to be

and a warrant officer be provided for Comodoro Rivadavia? This



The labour force from South America would ba employed as
fcl?.owsi-

Cn the ship or in tho camp4U
5
5

On siteb.
Surveyors’ assistants (chain men) 2

20Labourers

Interpreter/clerk 1

Local labour admin*c«
Civil labour oloriyiiterproter 1
Cooks (for local labour) 2
Kitchen hands 2

TOTAL 50

The cost at say 25p an hour, 10 hour day, 6 day week, for
say 15 months would be about £50,000* Food and accommodation

The rates and contracts will have to be negotiated
by a representative from tho British Embassy in Buenos Aires* .

The overall time scale is: *-

Initial Reconnaissance Report; complete by 1 October 1971 •a*
b. Detailed Reconnaissance, Kbvembci/Docamber 1971

£ ....' • i’ -

Kitchen hands, dining room orderlies
Labourers, waiters, cleaners

o»/ • ••

Plant hands (plant cleaning, banksmen, etc) 6
Vehicle hands (vehicle cleaning, mates, etc) 6

would have to be provided and this presumably would be deducted 
from the pay.
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Detailed Reconnaissance and. Planning Report; complete
31 March 1972 •

Work starts, not before late October 1972, and possiblyd.
early 1973; depending upon the time taken for Whit shall
negotiations•

Aerodrome construction time rail be approximately months •©•

This will be related to the queries on transport and

toaccommodation listed in paras above: the answers

to which could result in the overall time scale being

extended considerably♦

The times are based on obstructing a 3,600 feet runway.

For a 4,000 feet runway, which now appears to be feasible, con-

straction time would be increased by months to months.

The Activity List is given at finnex R and the Cascade Diagrea

These are based on a 3,600 feet runway in a 4,000at Annex S.

foot strip. Adjustments for a 4,000 feet runway will not be

difficult#

Summer in the Falkland Islands is November, December and
Januaxy. It is obviously wise to start construction in October

rate rials for the aerodrome are listed at Annex N. Cement,

or November so that one has work through two summers and one
■< winter rather than start in say Mttrch*

bitumen and lime could come from Oomodoro Rivadavia, Ihienos Aires 
or U.K# It is recommended that they are brought from U.K.

If/...



If a camp is needed, the lint of materials is at Annex P.
These would need to be shipped separately from UK about 3 months
before the main body of men, plant and materials arrived.

Sand can be obtained from the beaches around Cape Pembroke

and at the south end of Rookery Bay.

Rock can bo obtained from the Rookery Bay to Hookers Point

from Eliza Cove, Hadassa Bay and several other places
on Cape Pembroke. Quarrying should not be needed. The rock is
mainly in the form of rounded quartzite cobbles, though there is
a small proportion both below and above the cobble size.

All the macadam willBulk crushing and screening is essential.
have to be crushed The CBGB material will be partly found from
initial screening and partly from screening after crushing.

■ PLANT AhT EQUIPMENT '

The plant list is given at Annex Q. This list shows B
items of engineer constructionvehicles, C Vehicles and

plant. The total shipping tonnage is tons.

A vast quantity of spares will be required for all items
The compilation of the spares list and the assembly, checking

and packing of the spares will take many months.

TR^ISFORT' .

The

from the UK to the Falkland Islands takes about asea voyage
month in a ship travelling at about 10 knots.

1

Personnel/...

All personnel should travel to Argentina by air.

coast line,
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Comodoro Rivadavia or Rio Gallegos to the Falkland Islands, It
has been stated that both the Argentine aerodromes can accept
Britannias and VClOs,.

say Comodoro Rivadavia,

it is also not expectedship will be plying from UK by late 19715
that a ship such as the ASS would be able to take the necessaxy
stores. The camp construction party would have to be flora to
Argentina and then flown or shipped to the Falkland Islands,

stores (e,g, cement) etc. can be transported from the UK to the
Falkland Islands by LSI It may be necessary to use 2 ships
however* This is being calculated at present.

If a camp is needed; chop stores out and back.a.

b. If a camp is needed; construction party out and back, or,

c«
d.

First main body out and back.e<

The main moves are suumriaed below:-

move the personne 1 (including Chilean/Argentinian civil 1 ab ou r ) 
to th© Falkland Islands a ship will have to be chartered from

If, for one of a variety of reasons, an Andover can not

an accommodation ship out and back.
Plant, equipment, • vehicles,, spares etc. out and back.

Construction stores (e.g* bitumen) out.

Personnel should, if possible, bo flora by RAF Andover from

It is hoped that all the plant, equipment, construction

If a camp has to be constructed, a ship will be needed 

for the camp stores. It is not known if the ASS or a substitute



Second main body out and back.f.

Possibly third main body out and back, or near party«•

to return after dismantling, packing and shipping the

camp.

FUEL

MOD (Navy) have large storage capacity.Diesel. It is reputed

to be 16,000 tons but present stocks are only 7,500 tons. This

is used by the British Antarctic Survey (BA.S) and the local
population. It is believed that the supply of diesel from the

The Falkland
Island Company (Flc) who are the agents, would make a delivery
charge of approximately £28 for filling and taking 50 x 40 gallon
drums of diesel to a beach near the Cape Pembroke site. PIC can
provide the drums.
fuel is used successfully for hot air heating and for cooking in
the Falkland Islands. The diesel is not suitable for vapourising

The viscosity is 34- redwood seconds and the SO is O.84-.burners.

No adequate stocks of petrol are held in the FalklandPetrol.
Islands. Unless sane bulk storage is built and filled in the near
future, all petrol will have to be brought in by the construction
unit.

Electricity

Thia can be supplied to the Cape Pembroke site for about £12,500:a.

Sane help might be needed: say 2 RE electricians for

about 2 weeks.

b. Rates are expected to be 2.3p/unit by 1972.

by August 1972. This would leave the 850 kw of tlie old station
available for the camp.
d. Power can be supplied to the proposed camp, site for about £200.

The supply would terminate at a feeder pillar on site. £. E. would

MOD (Navy) tanks will not be a difficult problem.

see Annex Z.

The fuel is sold at about 8 p/g locally. Diesel

c. A new 1.25 mw diesel power station is expected to be commissioned



have to wire the camp from the pillar.
Calor Gas. This would have to be brought in by tlie construction
unit if needed.

Peat. This (not surprisingly) ia the main fuel of the Colony. It
can not be provided by contract for a construction unit; which
would have to dig, stack, dry and transport its own.

COSTS
Annex U gives a breakdown of the costs which are fairly

certain. This includes, pay, LCA, material costs, food charges
etc. The total is £

a.
Accommodation charges (in camp or sliip and charges whileb.

staying in Argentina) •

Plant costsc.

d. Fuel relative to accommodation as opposed to construction.

ABMINISTRATICffi

Accommodation

Very little accommodation is available in -^ast Falklanda.

Island for a construction force.
If the Royal Marine Detachment departed on the arrival ofb.

an R.E. Unit, accommodation for about JO would be available

at Moody Brook.

For a short period, say J months maximum, an appeal toc.

the people of Stanley over the radio might produce

party.

The local gymnasium could possibly be used to accouanodated.

about JO for about a month; though tide is not a very

satisfactory solution.

Mdigs”

In addition, not yet costed, are 
Movement/transport costs

for 40 or 50 soldiers at say £5 e week each. This could 
solve the accommodation problem for an advance/camp construction



A ship must he provided to acconwdate th© unit ande.

civilian labour, or a camp must be built. The proposed

camp site is just to the east of Stanley, about 500

yards east of the end of the concrete road; north of

the rock road; near the Wireless Station; above the

cemetery.

f. Accaanodation for about 6 would be possible in the

Upland Goose Hotel.

canuincATi^s
Signal facilities to the U.K. exist through Cable anda.

Wireles^/Q.P.0. A direct % speed link would cost about

Otherwise, signals would cost at LT rates 4gp aa year.
word.

b. Two telephones can be installed at Cape Pembroke for about
£6,000 and £6.25 each rental a year. This assumes that
power poles will be erected fretn Stanley to Cape Pembroke.
4 telephones could be installed in a camp for £
If a suitable submarine cable was brought, a link could bec.

, plus 'theestablished to a ship in the harbour for £

cost of the cable.

d. Mail.

(1) At present mail leaves (and arrives in) the Falkland
Islands about once a month via the R.M.S. Darwin to (and
from) Montevideo and thence by air to U. K. The Darwin

will not be travelling to Montevideo after December 1971*

Sea mail moves to and from U. K. four times a year on We

The charter for the A.E.S. finishes in mid 1972.M.V. A.E.S.

£5 >000 a year. A full qpeed link would cost about £25,000



BUTTONS

The Falkland Islanders produce enough fresh vegetablesa.

for themselves, nearly all grown in the individuals’
gardens. They produce nearly enough milk for themselves,
although the standard of hygiene may be questionable in the

Mutton is plentiful and cheap (£2 to £3odd isolated case.
for a sheep). Beef is in reasonable supply and cheap (£15

to £20 for a 450 lb beast, £5 for a hindquarter ©nd £4* 50

for a forequarter). The Islanders do not produce sufficient

eggs for their own needs throughout the year. There is no

. local fishing industry. Fresh fruit, vegetables, eggs etc

are available in Patagonia.

Nearly all the food, needed for a construction force wouldb.

have to be imported. Fresh vegetables, frait and eggs would
COIPO would have to be brought withpose the main problems.

the construction unit as a stand-by.
but at present only sufficient forPIG import food from U. K.c. i

Their stock of food in the Westthe needs of the Islanders.

As a guide, some pricesStore is said to be worth £100,000.

Flour

powder 4/p a lb, equivalent of J doz eggs; dried fruit 15p a lb;

sugar £4 a 112 lb bag; tea 45p a lb; tinned ham 60p a lb tin;

Freight charges of £30milk powder 25p a gallon; jam 13p a lb.

The profita ton accounts for about 15% of the food prices;.
margin is 2J% on landed cost.
FIG have a cold store, but the Company cannot hire any part ofd.

There isIt is all needed for day to day use.it to the Amy.

no other cold store available.

Special food will have to be imported for the Chilean/krgentiniane.

civilian labour.

are quoted. A full price list is held by 62 CIS (Const).
is £60 * £65 a ton, £4 a 140 lb bag; coffee £2 a 1| lb tin; egg



1SDICAL

There is a AO bed hospital and there are two doctors in Stanleya.

with two other doctors in the outlying districts of the Islands.

It is believed that full medical cover can be given to the

construction unit for £25 a person a year.

There is a dentist in Stanley and cover is included in theb.

medical charges.

Urgent medical cases should be evacuated to Argentina, Oneo.

has recently been sent on the R.M.S,. Darwin and one on the

Argentine Albatross,

CAKTEEN

Drink, cigarettes and the like can be bought locally but ifa.
the unit did not bring its own, supplies in the Colory would

There is a tax on alcoholic drinks, but thesoon run out.

unit can have duty free facilities for its own canteen and

FIG would import the necessary stores if given enoughmesses.

notice and providing a ship replaces the A.E.&

Cameras and watches are cheap compared with the U. K. FIC sell: •b.

Clothing is sold by FIG at approximately U. K. prices. There iso.

m
MMaam

The transfer of cash for pay can be arranged via the Crown Agentsa.

to the Colonial Treasurer.
b» FIG are agents for Lloyds Bank and could cash cheques for

servicemen if required.

The currency is the Falkland Islands own issue, but it is inc.

exactly the same units and values as U» K. currency.

IAUNDRT
There is no oanneroial laundry in the Falkland Islands,

(1) Minolta Camera: £77 in F.I. , £198 in U.K.
$2) Rolex Oyster: £AD in F.I, , £65 in U.K.
(3) Bulova watch: £36 in F.I. , £60 in U.K.

no tailor (or barber) in the Colory.



Library

There is a library in Stanley which troops may use.
It would be advisable to bring a large selection of books however.

Refuse Disposal

This can probably be undertaken by a local contractor
for about £350 a year.

JQ^diq

There is a local broadcasting service which relays
certain items from the BBC overseas service. Relay sets
(rcdifUsion) are available at about £2 a year each. The local
radio is used a lot for local notices and local information.

RAChD

There is an Anglican Cathedral, an OD Tabernacle and
an PC Church in Stanley. The Services would be very welcome
at the services.

Clothing

Arctic clothing will bo necessary for all personnel who
are liable to be working outside. Parkas and the like as
issued to the RN Hovercraft Unit and the Royal Marine force
in the Falkland Islands would be ideal.

SIX

Two very small 11 cinemas” operate occasionally in Stanley.

It is recommended that any construction unit arranges its own

cinema shows.

SWICK’S TD CAPS PT^BROKg/

/I



SWICES TO CAPE PEMBROKE

It has been agreed in principle that the work required

for the supply of water, electricity and telephones to the

Cape Pembroke aerodrome should be done by the Colony before

construction starts* The cost vrould however be included in

the overall aerodrome cost*

temporary installation for construction purposes* It would

in advance of any final approval for the aerodr one*

The costs would be appro:iiriately: —

Water: £10,000a*

b*

£12,000

c*

£6,000

constructionThis could only be installed by theSewage*

Assuming 6 inchwhile the aerodrome was being built.unit

pitch fibre pipes for say 4<00 feet from the airport buildings

to Whalebone Cove, and 12 manholes, the cost of labour and

materials would bo about £2,000*

Electricity| J phase, 220/240 volts,
50 HZ supplied to a feeder pillar 
on site.

to produce a supply on site 
(additionally 5p a pound on 
property valuation) *

Serodrome/***

mean however that stores would have to be ordered by the Colony

Thie would save the cost of a

Telephones; 2 lines for a construction 
unit, with 28 lines available if 
needed ultimately.

/?



.Aerodrome Terminal • It is suggested that a

px'efabricated building such ns a Coseley Hut should be erected

This could be adapted by the PV?D for uso asas a site office#

the terminal building after any construction unit had left the

The cost of such a building in the UK would besite.

Aerodrome Garages and .Stores• Any construction unit

site workshop, a site dining hall and rest room, a field kitchen
If these buildings were erected at a suitable•and a store.

place, they could be left fox* the use of the eventual aerodrome

management. The cost of 2 Homneys and 2 Nissens in the UK is

£

It is believed that International Air Radio willRadio.

be asked to install and operate the required radio and navigational

facilitie s. It is not proposed to include this service in

construction costs.

ACCESS

Access has partly boon considered under the heading of
transport. Evolving from the requirement for an Andover

operating from Patagonia, is the hope that Argentina will

construct a temporary airfield nt Hookers Point.

Access through the harbour at Stanley does not appear to

pose any insurmountable problem; providing the sailors can

cope with an average wind of 15 knots, vhich reaches 21-27 knots

on two-thirds of the days of the year; and where a li$it breeze

and blue sl<y can change to a gale force wind and visibility

of a few feet in about 2 minutes.

A copy/...

/ 4

would need buildings such as Romney and Nissen Huts for a



It

There are also partsrecorded depths of 4 fathoms at MLWS.
of the harbour where the depths are 5 fathoms at MLWS. It was
stated by several locals that the HFA Tanker WAVE QUEEN (or
WAVE CHIEF) had to discharge part of its cargo into a barge
before it could enter the harbour and discharge direct into
the Naval Fuel Depot tank. The cruise HMS CUMBERLAND anchored
in the harbour during the Second World War and HMS CANOPUS
anchored in the harbour in the First World War.

There are 2 main jetties in Stanley. The smaller jetty
is the Public Jetty and it is said to have a capacity of 3 tons.
The larger jetty belongs to F.I.C.

The FIC jetty T head measures 160 feet by 50 feet.
The T head is constructed of RC piles with RC decking. Several
hundred tons of stores have been stacked on the T head on

An old wheeled crane weighing 14 tons (accordingoccasions•
to FIC) operated cn the jetty for years. This crane recently
fell into the harbour and was recovered after about 2 weeks by
the MV DARWIN. It does not look as if it will operate again.
There is no other crane in Stanley.

There are 2 means of access to the T head from the Quay.
One is by a 12 feet wide, timber decked, RC piled jetty and
the other is through
doors 10 feet wide by 10 foot high) and thence on to a short
timber decked, RC piled jetty to the T head.

The warehouse/...

A copy of the chart of the harbour is at Annex D. ; 

will be seen that there are large stretches of water with

an RC decked, RC piled warehouse (entrance



Th© warehouse is reputed to be able to hold 750 tone of
The largest wheeled load recorded M having crossedfreight.

from the T head to the shore on the timber decked, RC jetty arm
is a 15 tons radar set.

Mr. Joe Clifton, tho FIC Jetty Foreman, stated quite
categorically ton the subject of depth of water at the T head:-

There is 16 feet at low water neaps.a.
b.

the neaps (and 6 feet
is mud, a ship with 19 feet draught can always tie up
at the T head.

A chart showing the soundings around both jetties shows
that there is a depth of about 2 fathoms in front of the T
head. This presumably is at IMS, The chart is included as
Annex

FIC Charge £50 a day for cruise ships which tie up at

their jetty.

Very heavy items of plant such as the tractor, full tracked,

heavy, will have to be landed on a beach from an LSL, A study

is being done on this probion by Capt. D, Nicholas, RCT who is

It is believedattached at present to the RN Hovercraft Unit.

that MlOCE-floats could ferry tho plant to the shore, but the

possibility of forming a MEXT-float bridge to the shore is also

Annex E,

Possible/.

on the springs) and as the bottom

There is a 4 feet 8 inches rise and fall of tide on

being considered, with especial reference to Whalebone Cove, see



Possible landing benches for a raft wore investigated from
the tug Lively9 Local advico and observations on site tend to
show tliat the beach in the entrance to The Canache, on the south
side, about 100-200 yards west of the old jetty is suitable#
The Lively draws 9 feet of water and approached to within 20 feot
of the beach at low water# The beach is only a few hundred
yards from the rock road which runs from Stadey to the north
of tlie Canache# The beach itself is shingle, but there are
sufficient areas clear of rock outcrops and angular stones#
This beach is more sheltered than Lhalebone Cove.

Yorke Bay is suggested ana fairly suitable alternative
landing site for rafts# Barges used to beach there to load

The sandy foreshore and depth of approaches are suitablesand#
and it is near to the works site. It could be used, especially
if the LSL was moored in the outer harbour, Port William# The
approach to the beach is rather more exposed than the Canache

entrance however, and a MEX?^-float loaded with a D8 is not an

exceptionally seaworthy craft for the South Atlantic#

Access from Stanley to Cape Pembroke by road is not

difficult# From the east end of the concrete road, Davies Street,
Stanley, to the foot of the south of Canopus Hill is a 5544 yards
lond single-way road of bench cobbles and gravel. The road
requires some maintenance now and will require much more during

From the end of this road to theconstruction of the aerodrome#
aerodrome site is half a milo and several roads will have to
bo contructec/###



One of these roads vd.ll
alternately be the construction of the main road from Stanley
to the aerodrome.

Up to a maximum of 10 miles of haul roads may be necessary.
These will generally be from the local shingle and sand beaches
to the site of the crushing and screening plant. This plant
will be erected alongside Canopus Hill, probably just to
the south of the centre of tho aerodrome site.

If rook has to be brought from Eliza Cove where plentiful
supplies exist, there will bo a maintenance commitment for
this 2 miles of road, which is also single-way and constructed
of beach cobbles and gravol.

DETAILED RECONNAISSANCE

It if is decided that RE should be involved in the
construction of the East Falkland Aerodrome, the Detailed
Reconnaissance should take place in Nov/Deo 1971 and approval
would be required at least 6 weeks in advance.

The reconnaissance would be based in 2 areas. East
Falkland Island and Patagonia*

East Falkland - RE Team*a.

One officer: civil engineer
One officer: Garrison Engineer
One WO/Ssgt; Clerk of Works (Construction)
One WO; Resources
One Sgt/Cpl; Surveyor
One Sgt/Cpl; Construction Laboratory Operator

b. Patagonia.
One RAOC officer

be constructed in this area*



{

The task of the RE party in Rast Falkland Island is self
explanatory from the grades shwon in para above.

The RAOC officer would bo required in Patagonia to

investigate

Cost of food, availability of food, contracts for thea*
supply of food, alternative methods of moving food

(Both European and Chileai/to the Falkland Islands.
Argentine food).

b< Staging facilities will be requii’ed when moving any

construction force by air to Argentina and by air or sea

on to the Falkland Islands. These must be investigated.

The staging post would probably be at Comodoro Rivadavia.

Staging would also include ascertaining the cost and

availability of accomodation for an RAF Andover aire and

ground crew.

Contracts, conditions cf service, rates of pay and©•

availability of Argentine or Chilean labcur.

d. Current costs of cement, bitumen and lime, and
the method (if any) aj^d cost of transporting these materials
to the Falkland Islands.

The RB Team would require to be 4 weeks in the Falkland
The RAOC officer would probably require to be inIslands.

Argentina for 2 weeks.

eitherTransport could be arranged in 2 ways;

a./...



RAF aircraft to Comodoro Rivudavia and Fuerza Aereaa.
Argentina (Argentine Air Force) "Albatross" to the
Falkland Islands.

or
Civil air to Buenos Airos, Fuerza Aerea Argentinab.

The Guarani has a limited pay load. It would be difficult
to arrange the movement of the Detailed Recce Team’s heavier
Items of equipment from Buenos Aires to Comodoro Rivadavia.

The Team would require about 88 lbs of kit each (say
40 kilos), plus lbs) and a seismograph
(weight lbs). Material sanpies nay not need to be brought

cut

The cost would be about £

Travel.a.
Civil air, UK to Buenos Aires and return
7 x £J70 £2,590s

(Fuerza Aerea Argentina travel will be free )

JSxcess air baggage lbs x £ s

b. Hotels

Bay 6 (Buenos Aires, RE Team) £1204 £5xx s

(Argentina for RAOC Officer) £?0£5Say 1 x 14 x

*(Hotel in .Stanley) £540Say 6 x 30 £3x

"Guarani" aircraft to Comodoro Rivadavia and thence by 
Albatross to the Falkland Islands.

a Craelius Auger (weight

as some samples are due to arrive in the UK in early Dec 1971 •



Civil labour in Stanleyc.

2 men to help surveyor and CLO
say 10 hrs x 25p x 26 days

Incidentals, eg. films, developing, charts,d.

maps, contingencies « £150

The Falkland Islands Government (FIG) would provide help

from PhD without cost. This r;ould take the form of transport,

use of JOB buck-acter, wooden pegs for the surveyor, paint,

the use of offices and drawing boards, the use of a typist for

the draft report and so on.

The HI Hovercraft Unit and Royal Marine Detachment would

also, almost certainly, give what help they could.

No RCT officer has boon included because it is hoped that

Capt Nicholas can complete the HOT aspects of the reconnaissance.

reluctantly it would have to be agreed that the RE Team shaild

be cut by one.

There is no merit in a Cartlier RAF reconnaissance

(Gp Capt Melrose has been here already) until if and when the

Argentinians have completed a temporary runway and used it for

a few months.

It is suggested that during the last week of a possible
Detailed Reconnaissance, the OIC Team is given authority to

A Stanley contractor,course some drainage ditches to be dug.
This is a

It is

made/ •

If it is considered essential for an LSL Skipper to visit the 
Falkland Islands with tho Reconnaissance Team for a month,

Mr J R Rowlands, owns a Buffalo© Ditch Digger, 
special plough towed by a vexy wide tracked tractor.

« ^5



made by J A Cuthbertson of Biggar, Scotland, specifically for
digging drainage ditches in this sort of country. In conjunction

with the PV/D JOB, some valuaJblo preliminary drainage work could
It is hoped that FIG could authoriseeasily be done on site.

Mr. Howlands has not yet given an indication of his hire rates.
If necessary, the PW JOB could dig all the ditches, but it would
bo very slow compared with the Buff aloe.

Arctic clothing and rubber boots for the Team could
probably be borrowed from tho Royal Marine Detachment or BAS.
This would save a considerable sum in air freight charges.

T/ffPORAR? AIRFIELD

The site chosen by Fuersa Aerea Argentina is on the ridge
above Rookers Point. It is agreed that this is the best site
for a runway for an aircraft such as the Guarani or the Andover.
See Annex E, point ”H".

It is believed that Mayor Remorino intends to fly to the
USA to purchase sufficient aluminium airfield matting (each
plank 12 feet by 2 feet, designation unknown) for a runway about
650 to 700 yards long and 100 feet wide. He has no idea what
aluminium airfield matting costs, but is confident that his
government will produce the necessary finds.

Much time was taken in discussing the improbability of
finding a site available for a temporary airfield for an F27»
At one time the Argentinians wanted a runway alongside the
Cape Pembroke runway, on the proposed strip.

The Hookers/.

/A

this work. The cost is not expected to be over £100, but



The Hookers Point sito is barely suitable where temporary
In this case it could mean as much ns 2moans 3 months.

The surface is grass, well rooted, and in the area inyears.
question the JCB could move without trouble. The JCB could

not move beyond the 700 yard limits. It tried and got
completely bogged in the pent.

If matting is laid on top of the grass, with the small
hollows levelled off with readily available beach sand, there
will be a maintenance problem as the grass and roots start to

This should not be too serious,rot>
only one sortie a week is forecast. If an RAF Andover starts to
uso the runway, only a total of J sorties a week can be expected.
This still leaves time for lifting sections of the matting and
repacking with sand between sorties.

If Mayor Remorino is not dissuaddd from his avowed intention
of grading the surface level by removing most of the grass, he
could conceivably lower the ground bearing capacity. In the
host 650 yards available, the thickness of top soil and sand
varies from 3 feet to 1 foot 6 inches. This sand is all lying

Most of the minimal strength comes from the grass,on deep peat.
the roots and the sand. Taking off the grass, roots and some
of the sand, with plant, could result in:*

The plant breaking through the sand into the peat anda.
turning at least part of the site into a peat bog,

or
Airfield mats resting on distrubed peat, with theb.
obvious consequence.

Mayor/

as initially at least,



Mayor Reraorino did not neon to appreciate that only light

plant should be used anl that hsr-vy plant could break up th©

nite « His forecast plena de not see® to taka this into account*

t icugh ha may see the light in due course.

Th® Fuersa Aerea Argentina ACB seem to have an understand!^

of temporary airfields, onl;/ on the pampas of 3outh America

(Cf J Div Kngrs* 24 hour airfields on “prepared areas” of

Salisbury ’lain) and the Antarctic Icecap.

It would appear now th t the Fueraa Acres Argentina ACB

can not cope with building a temporary runway in an area like

trie Falkland Islands. The caw traction work is to be passed to

It is

hoped that the construction unit casta a practical eye over
the problem.

Providing the construction unit does not convert this
relatively rare site into a ^un^ire, the maintenance problem
relative to the number of sorties should not be too excessive.
Vice Comodoro Degan Lob bell vea that the proposed Argentine
maintenance party should be withdrawn when the proposed R'iS
construction unit arrives in the Falkland Islands. This is

considered to be reasonable arid desireable.

Vice Ccmouoro Began Lob also appears to be insisting on a

He is obviouslytime limit for the us© of ths tamporaxy runway.

under orders to ensure th't the British do not stall in their

stated/ ...

nn Argentine Army Engineer (uoad Construction?) Unit.



stated intention of building a permanent aerodrome because
Argentina has built and is maintaining a temporary runway.
It may be that he will require formal letters of intent on the
timed programme for building the permanent aerodrome, before
work is authorised on the temporary runway•

MILITARY AND CIVIL AGREEDTS

Trade Union Agreements. The only trade union agreement necessary

is from Maj R V Goss OBE ED, who is the Secretary General of

the General Employees* Union, the only trade union in the

Colony* He has agreed to Chilean or Argentinian labour being
imported into the Colony providing: -

The imported labour is brought in with any constructiona*
unit.

b* Leaves with the construction unit.
Is paid tho same rates as local labour, see Annexc.

d. Is fed and accommodated by the unit.
e*

moonlighting”•

FIG Agreements. Throughout tho report certain action and
arrangements have been listed.

Civil Planning Permission* Any permission required for the
proposed project has been granted*

For the permanent and temporary aerodromes,Land Agreements.
all the land belongs to FIG, all the roads and prospective sand
or aggregate sites belong to FIG and Mr J A Jones OBE, the Colonial
Secretary, has stated that land acquisition is no problem.

Building/

75

The imported labour does not do any "odd-jobbing” or



Building Regulations and Bye-Laws*

Electricity, water and telephones are being provideda»

by FIG therefore there should be no bye-law problems for

.these.

b* The PWD should be given the opportunity of commenting

on the proposed sewage scheme*

Refuse disposal is subject to bye-laws. /ill waste foodc.

of ariy kind must be incinerated and must not be included

in refuse. A refuse contractor is available, see para
above.

d. There should be no problems on fire prevention, except

in the case of a camp having to be built for the
accommodation of a construction unit. The Superintendent

of the Fire Brigade and the Superintendent of the Public

Works Department should be consulted on any planning for

a camp.

Final Handov er

If an aerodrome is constructed, the final construction

unit should make a formal handover, after an inspection, to

the Superintendent of the Public Works Department. As a guide

to the form of handover, dated 71.

CLIMATE

The climate in the Falkland Islands for someone who is
used to different conditions could be called bracing, but it
could be extremely enervating for the likes of a plant operator*
Arctic/•.*

see 62/



Arctic type clothing is essential for those who work long hours
in the open.

Rainfall is about 2 5 inches
distributed throughout the year, but with more settled dry
spoils end a more drying wind in spring and summer.

i'
o.

range •

Cloud base rarely descends below JOO feet, but sudden
squalls can bring snow and very low visibility for a limited
period.

Wind will be the worst weather feature for men working

long hours on the exposed sito. The average wind is cold and

blowing at 15 knots. On most days the wind reaches 21-27 knots.

01? THE PROJECT

The scope of the project is to build a runway. taxiway

and apron, according to the specification. disposalA sewage
system will have to be incorporated in construction. Any
buildings required by the construction unit, during construction,

which can later be enlarged or altered by the Rfi) for use as

•permanent airfield buildings, should bo ordered and erected

with this purpose in mind.

The average temperature is 43 with maximum and minimum 

temperatures normally within the 70°E and 20°F

a year, fairly evenly

/

/

/



c.s.

"Telegraphic Communications - Falklands/U.K.

The following is the text of a reply given to 
a telephone enquiry from Lt. Col. Wheatley on 
18th August 1971 :

We can offer normal Post Office letter telegram (LT) 
facilities at ?9p for 22 words and 4^p per word thereafter.

POSTS & TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands, 
23rd August 1971

s.pLt.

Alternatively we could offer a private telegraph 
circuit of a nominal speed of 16 words per minute for 
8 hours daily at £4,1 60 per annum plus £530 per annum 
for hire of equipment. Similar charges would be raised 
by the British Post Office in the United Kingdom. The 
cost of setting up such a private circuit would be in 
the vicinity of £3,000."



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

To

A/c h, 0.

No. 2%

27 August 1971

VISITS: Itf/OOL TOSAT1CT .AWZ^SED FOO SEIKO 2% OF 27 AUGUST • I

WOULD GRATEPoX IF YCU WOULD CONVEY TG MOD (AH£T) W£ TM 'S3 FOR the

i'TEumim sumii whk carri:-d cut st cgl wiiektl x . ns I^FRSSSED

1SVEMCKE IN THE ISIAICT BY HIS KFF'ICU2<CT AMD HAHD WQHK . 1^13

Time



DRAFTZ ■ -2

Clauses 8 and 9 of* the Joint Statement of* Buenos Aires

8.

of clause 9 was a matter of lengthy negotiationThe wording
between the British and Argentine delegations. The Argentine
delegation, already aware at the time of the B.A. meeting
ofvthe limitations of an amphibian air service operated with
the Grumman Albatross, recognised the need for a permanent

configuration could replace the restricted amphibian service;
at the same time the delegation was, understandably in view of
the refusal by the British delegation of their offer to build'■r ■■’•••

or assist in the building of the main airfield, sceptical as
to the degree of urgency with which the British Government

Clause 9would approach the airfield construction question.

Cape Pembroke♦
7

2/...

airfield to be constructed as soon as possible so that a land
plane service operated with the F.27 in passenger/cargo

The Argentine Government should take the 
necessary measures to arrange for a regular 
service of weekly frequency by air for 
passengers, cargo and mail between the 
Argentine mainland and the Falkland Islands.

9.: Pending the completion of the airfield at
i Port Stanley, the Argentine Government should 

provide a temporary service by amphibian air
craft between the Argentine mainland and the 
Falkland Islands for passengers, cargo and 
mail. This service should be reviewed 
from time to time in the light of progress 
in the construction of the airfield mentioned 
above. , <

was thus designed to enable the Argentine Government to exert
■ ■ •. . 3 . . • .... . ... . ' ' • •

pressure on the British Government to pursue energetically the 

the project for the construction of a permanent airfield at

of the 1st of July, 1971, read -



- 2

The Argentines were therefore disconcerted at hearing from2.

by the Sappers for the construction of the airfield was two
Construction by a civilian firm would takeyeafs from now.

(considerably) longer.

The Argentine concern to see a permanent airfield3.
constructed as quickly as possible coincides with the like
concern of the F.I.G. By the same token the desire of the
Argentine Government to provide as soon as possible a better
service than that offered by the Albatross amphibian aircraft
should awaken a like response on the part of the F.I.G. for
the following reasons:

(a)

(b)

(c)

/ -
/ /

Lt. Col. Wheatley’s preliminary report that the time required

landing and take off, as was seen during last 
week’s operation, can be hazardous - even 
getting passengers on and off the plane is no 
easy task in the weather conditions prevailing 
in Stanley Harbour.
There is alvzays the danger of an accident to 
the plane through one of our launches hitting 
the hull: this has already happened but last 
week there was a near miss which could have 
immobilised the plane possibly for a long 
period.

(*)/•••

the Grumman Albatross is designed for air/sea 
rescue work for use by the U.S. Navy and 
Coastguard. It is expensive to operate (£3,600 
per sortie to and from the Islands) and the 
additional cost of JATO rockets for take off in 
anything but the most ideal and therefore 
rarest conditions from a confined harbour such 
as Port Stanley at /700 each is an important 
factor where payload is effectively only U 
passengers with 20 kgs of baggage each;
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u. -.’itJ

of the British delegation on 3rd July 1971 • The length of
time now estimated by Lt. Col. Wheatley for constructing the

re-think of the amphibian service. . While that service can
be expected to operate for 6 or possibly even 12 months it was
not,envisaged that it would and it is not operationally and
financially feasible for. it to do so for 2 plus years.

as high as £30>000
a

Apart from the economics
a land plane does provide greater safety and greater comfort.

If
the main airfield is constructed by the REs and the construction

ship) servi ce

by an RAF "Andover*’ aircraft from Comodoro will be essential.
This aircraft would be used for the supply of urgent spares,
reinforcements/..

5. The technical mission that was here recently found a 
possible site on Hooker’s Point but it needs some work on the 
ground plus the laying of aluminium strip (this is a modernised

The idea of a temporary airfield was mentioned by
Comodoro Arillo who accompanied the returning Islands members

version of the old steel summervelt matting used during the 
last war).

permanent airfield necessitates, as a planning exercise, a

Aluminium strip is expensive and it is estimated 
that the total cost of putting in a temporary runway could be 

This may sound high but as each.amphibian 
flight costs £3^-600 the economics of the proposal for 
temporary strip need no elaboration.

(d) If the A.E.S. is only to take 20 passengers at 
a time to and from the mainland (picking up no 
cargo) and giving priority to Company employees 
and to its clients, we may be in trouble early 
next year in regard to passenger movements. 
(see (a) above).

unit is accommodated in a camp (as opposed to a

6. What effect would a temporary strip have on the progressing 
of the construction of the main airfield? - considerable.
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and test materials movements, communications. If - and it is
a long if - the unit is accommodated in a ship the use of an
"Andover" will both facilitate and speed up construction
progress.

7. This is an open question but,Who would build a strip?
apart from the problem of cost, speed is essential if the
operation is to be worth while and it is doubtful whether
logistically the U.K. would be in a position to get the
aluminium strip here in the time required. The Argentines
obviously have the incentive to do this job so that they can
reduce the time in which they have to fly the expensive

A temporary strip would only be a stop-gap andamphibian.
would be unsuitable for use for more than two years at the

It would only be able to take the Guarani with a maximummost.
load, at low personal baggage limitations, of 12 passengers

While the service thusand could not accommodate the F. 27•
provided would be a demonstrable improvement on that offerred
by the amphibian service it would fall well short of that
provided by the F.27 in its passenger/freight configuration
which is the Argentines’ aim and which will provide the real
flexibility to complement the sea service expected to be
provided by the F.I.C. as the chosen instrument of the British

The F.27 will carry a reasonable passenger loadGovernment.

(20/30 passengers) at the time as a reasonable freight loadsame
(mail, fruit and other perishables, etc.) This will not be
within the compass of the Albatross or Guarani.

As indicated, the building of a temporary strip will both8.
facilitate and speed up the building of the main airfield as

in demonstrated in paragraph 1 above, providing aas
lever/...

\

\
\

&

well as,

reinforcements, replacements, casualty evacuation, materials
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vigour.

through Mr. David Scott and in the spirit of
the Joint Statement of Buenos Aires of 1st July 1971, as well
as within the context of clause 9 of the document, the
Governor and Members of Executive and Legislative Councils
have stated categorically that an airfield will be built at
Cape Pembroke.

lever for continually exerting pressure on H.M.G, to 
the construction of the main airfield with all possible

A
A9. H.M.G.,
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EXECUTIVE COUNCIL
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CAPE PEMBROKE AIRFIELD

Momprandiim, by the Colonial Secretary
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File Ref : 240/III

51st August, 1971.

CB

(J. A.' (Tones) 
COLOJIIAL. SECRET-RY

It may be some time before further information is 
available on the programming of the Airfield project: 
as Members can well appreciate Colonel Wheatley’s report 
will have to be processed through the decision-making 
machine in London and the priority of the work proposed 
to be undertaken in the Falkland Islands assessed against, 
no doubt, other equally worthy projects. However the 
urgency of the matter is well understood in London and in 
due course we should be informed whether the Sappers can 
undertake the work or whether it will have to be done by 
civilian contractors.

This paper will appear on the Agenda for the 
next meeting of the Executive Council at which Members will 
be invited to discuss it with a view to deciding whether 
we should accept an offer (if one is received from the' 
Argentines) to build a temporary strip and on what terms. 
It is probable that we will have more information before 
the meeting is held end if so Members will be advised of 
this at the time.

2. The main Airfield at Cape Pembroke is to be 
British built. Meanwhile the Argentine technical team 
when it was here recently with Group Captain Melrose 
examined the feasibility of constructing a temporary strip 
at Hooker’s Point in order to provide a much better 
service than can be expected if the amphibian service is 
to cover a period of two or more years until the main 
field is built. The attached annexure sets out the con
siderations .
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Construction

(a)

(b)

(w)

(*)

The Argentina Government should, toko the necessary 
measures to arrange for a regular service of weekly 
frequency by air for passengers., cargo and mail be
tween the Argentine mainland, and the Falkland Islands®

landing and tales off, as was seen during last week’s 
operation, can be hazardous - even getting passengers 
on and off the plane is no easy task in the weather 
conditions prevailing in Stanley Harbour';

F*.

/lj-» O O « <3

%

197-1,

g^RIM EXTERNAL AIR CO^UNT.CATIOl-IS

Glauses 8 and 9 of ths Joint Statement, of Buenos Aires of the 
1st of July,

if the ,AJ3.S*’ is only to take 20 passengers at a time to 
and from the mainland (picking up no cargo) and giving 
priority to Company employees and to its clients, we may 
be in trouble early next year in regard to passenger movements® 
(see (a) abo/s)®

there is always the danger of an accident to the plane 
through one of our launches hitting the hull; this has 
already happened but last week there was a near miss which 
could, have immobilised the plane possibly for* a long periodo

8„

Pending the completion of te airfield at Port Stanley, 
the Argentine Government should provide a temporary 
service by amphibian aircraft between the Argentine 
mainland and the Falkland. Islands for passengers, 
cargo and mail® This service should be reviewed 
from time to time in the light of progress in the con
struction of the airfield mentions! above.

3* The Argentine concern to see a permanent airfield construc
ted as quickly as possible coincides with the like concern cf the F*IeG. 
By the same token the desire of the Argentine Government to provide as soon 
as possible a better service than that offered by the Albatross amphibian 
aircraft should awaken a like response on the part of the F.IcG. for the 
following reasons

The wording of clause 9 was a matter of lengthy negotiation between the 
British and Argentine delegations® The Argentine delegation, already 
aware at the time of the B.A<» meeting of the limitations of an amphibian 
air service operated with the Grumman Albatross, recognised the need for 
a permanent airfield to be constructed as soon as possible so that a 
land plane service operated with the F*27 in passenger/cargo configur
ation could replace the restricted amphibian service; at the same time 
the delegation was, understandably in view of t he refusal by the British 
delegation of their offer to build or assist in the building of the main 
airfield, sceptical as to the degree of urgency with thinh. the British 
Government would approach the airfield c onstruc.tion question® Clause 9 
was thus designed to enable the Argentine Government to exert pressure on 
the British Government to pursue energetically the project for t he con
struction of a permanent airfield at Gape Pembroke®

the Grumman Albatross is designed for ait/sea rescue work 
for use by the UvS* Navy and Coastguard® It is expensive 
to operate (£3,600 per sortie to ahd from the Islands) 
and tho additional cost of JATO rockets for take off in 
anything but the most ideal and therefore rarest conditions 
from a confined harbour such as Port Stanley at $700 each is 
an important factor where payload is effectively only 4 
passengers with 20 kgs® of baggage each;

2e The Argentines were therefore disconcerted at learning from 
Lto Col® Wheatley’s preliminary report that the time required by the 
Sappers for the construction of the airfield was two years® 
by a civilian firm would take considerably longer®
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As indicated, the building of a temporary strip will both 
as 

providing a lever for continually

What effect would a temporary strip have on the progressing 
of the construction of the main airfield.? - considerable© If the main 
airfield, is constructed- by the R0E!so and the construction unit is accomm- 
odated in a camp (as opposed to a ship) service by an R.A.F. ’Andover* 
aircraft from Gomodoro will be essentialo This aircraft would be used for 
the supply of urgent spares, reinforcements, replacements, casualty evac~ 
uation, materials and test materials movements, communications© If - aud
it is a big if the unit is accommodated in a ship the use of an ’Andover* 
will both facilitate and speed up construction progress0

9o H.M.G., through Mr© David Scott, and in the spirit of the 
Joint Statement of Buenos Aires of 1st July, 1971, as well as within the 
context, of clause 9 of the document, the Governor and Members of Executive 
and Legislative Councils have stated categorically that an airfield will 
be built at Cape Pembroke©

8.
facilitate and speed up the building of the main airfield as well as
in demonstrated in paragraph 1 above,
exerting pressure on H.M.G. to the construction of the main airfield with 
all possible vigour©

5© The technical mission that was here recently found a 
possible site on Hooker’s Point but it needs some work on the ground 
plus the laying of aluminium strip (this is a modernised version of the 
old steel summervelt matting used during the last war)© Aluminium strip 
is expensive and it is estimated that the total cost of putting in a 
temporary runway could be as high as £30$000© This may sound high but
as each amphibian flight costs £3,600 the economies of t he proposal for a 
temporary strip need no elaboration® Apart from the economies a land 
plane does provide greater safety and greater coufort0

The idea of a temporary airfield was mentioned by Gomod.oro 
Arillo who accompanied the returning Islands members of the British dele
gation on 3rd July, 1971o The length of time now estimated by Lt. Col. 
Wheatley for constructing the permanent airfield necessitates, as a 
planning exercise, a re-think, of the amphibian service© While that 
service can be expected to operate for 6 or possibly even 12 months it 
was not envisaged that it would and it is not operationally and financi
ally feasible for it to do so for 2 plus years©

7© Who would build a strip? This is an open question but, 
apart from the problem of cost, speed is essential if the operation is to 
be worth while and it is doubtful whether logistically the U.K. would be 
in a position to get the aluminium strip here in the time re quire do The 
Argentines obviously have the incentive to do this job so that they can 
reduce the time in which they have to fly the expensive amphibian^ A 
temporary strip would only be a stop—gap and would be unsuitable for use 
for more than two years at the most© It would only be able to take the 
Guarani with a maximum load, at low personal baggage limitations, of 12 
passengers and could not accommodate the Fc27o while the service thus 
provided would be a demonstrable improvement on that offereed by the 
amphibian service it would fall well short of that provided by the FO27 in 
its passenger/freight configuration which is the Argentines* aim and which 
will provide the real flexibility to complement the sea service expected to 
be provided by the F.I.C. as. the chosen instrument of the British Govern- 
mento The F©27 will carry a. reasonable passenger load (2Q/3O passengers) 
at the same time as a reasonable freight load (mai 1 , fruit and other perish— 
abJ.es, etc©) This will not be within the compass of the Albatross or 
Guarani.,
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TELEGRAM SENT.■

From MINISTRY FOR OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT to GOVERNOR

Time:Despatched: Received: Time:12461.9.71 1.9.71 p.m.

MOPEY 60

MINISTRANT

C.S. iQrfe- the application was received

E.G.L.
1/9/71

We spoke and Kinnear should inform

J.A.J. 
1/9/71

Y.E. Not understood. Our formal application, which we said London could 
update in the light of Robinson's (now Wheatley's) Report is at pp. 7-9 and 
was sent to ECO on 22nd July. I suppose it's just possible it still hasn't 
been received. ? To send ECO telegram informing them of date of dispatch

Cape Pembroke airfield. Your telegram 242 to FCO last sentence formal 
application. Preparation of this may be difficult at this stage but can 
be widely drawn. As part of ODA watching brief we ought to be ready to 
consider commissioning against Technical Assistance feasibility and cost
ing study by civilian firm with minimum delay if decision goes that way 
after Wheatley report. Your formal application and backing documents are 
starting point for expenditure. When can we expect



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: Time: 1500 Received: Time:2.9.71

Following is text of telegramAirfield.

LEWIS

PL: HT

No. 305
Telno 305 of 1st September, 
sent to MODEV. Begins:

Formal application was forwarded to Kinnear FCO under cover of 
my letter 2408 of 22nd July. By copy of this telegram FCO is 
requested to confirm ± receipt of. letter under reference and 
application. Ends.



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Received:Time: 6.9.7116406.9.71

No. 213

DOUGLAS-HOME

PL: HT

Despatched:
Etatpriorite

1
Your letter 2408 of 22nd JulyYour telegram 305 of 1st September Airfield, 

with Japplica?Ton"'now received

Time: p.m.



Permanent and Temporary Airfield(C. S.2408/lH,24O8/B)9.

EXTRACT TAKEN PROM MINUTES OF THE STANDING FINANCE COMMjEfTEE 
HELD ON 11 TH SEPTEMBER, 1971

It was stated that the token provision of £200 requested for 
preliminary investigations of airfields would not now be utilised in full. The 
Chairman withdrew the applications for £100 in each case and the Committee 
agreed that additional provision, included in the schedule at paragraph 2 
of these minutes, be reduced to the actual expenditure so far incurred.
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Beach reconnaissance report

Colonial Secretary, 
Secretariat, 
Stanley.

(I).NICHOLAS)
Capt ROT

Naval Party 8902, 
B.F.P.O. Ships, 
London.

1. Attached is a copy of the "beach reconnaissance 
report on WHALEBONE COVE beach in connection with 
the landing of plant and equipment for the proposed 
Airfield site at Cape Pembroke.

c»

18SEPI97I



Ref: 140/10/1

September 1971

Report of Beach Reconnaissance - Stanley Harbour Area

References: A.

B

1.

2. GENERAL

V/HALEBONE COVE3.
Locationa#

b.

The only other

Limits of beachc.
Left limit of beach:

Right/ ...

- 1 -
/

It was decided to concentrate on the WHALEBONE COVE beach, as it
Twohad a number of advantages over the other sites in the area, 

other possible landing sites were considered in less detail.

C.
D.

Narrow spit of rock and shells 1 ft 
to 1 ft 6 in above level of sand 
extending 200 ft out from the land.

Naval Party 8902, 
BFPO Ships, 
London.

Chart Number 1614 Port William, Stanley Harbour and 
Approaches♦

Map 1:50,000 Sheet 15.
Admiralty Tide Tables Vol IX Atlantic and Indian Oceans.
Sketch Map Whalebone Cove and Canache Narrows (Attached)

AIM
The aim of this reconnaissance was to locate a beach in the Stanley 
area which could be used by MEXEELOAT rafts on a limited number of 
occasions to land vehicles and plant for use in the construction 
of the proposed landing strip at Cape Pembroke.

Seaward Approaches
A sheltered anchorage with an indicated minimum depth of
24 ft is available in Stanley Harbour 1 mile west of 
WHALEBONE COVE beach. From the anchorage the cove is 
approached on an Easterly heading, leaving the beached hulk 
of the LADY ELIZABETH to starboard.
obstruction encountered on the run in is an old anchor 
lying 50 ft to the south of the beach centre line inshore 
of the beached hulk.

Lat 51°41'30" Long 57O48’5"
V/HALEBONE COVE beach is situated at the east end of Stanley 
Harbour, between MARY HILL to the north and CANOPUS HILL to 
the South.



*

3.

Useable unobstructed width of boa ch: 150 ft.
Distance from H.W. mark to start of grassland: 8-10 ft.

d.

e.

•'•.'rV

h.

- 2 -

Smaller spit of rock and shells 
extending 50 ft out from land.

C. (cont.)
Right limit of beaoh:

Beach exits
Wheeled and tracked vehicles are able to leave the beach at 
any point with immediate access to the proposed runway site. 
To produce a beach exit all that is required is to clear a 
path through the line of flotsam and old oil drums littering 
the H.Y/. mark. Behind the beach the grass land slopes up 
gently to the area of flat ground proposed for the runway 
site. This grassland is firm with no obstructions except
ing where a couple of small boggy streams run down to the 
beach. These are no obstacle to vehicles and can be 
crossed by a £ ton vehicle at a number of places.

Beach gradient and composition
Approaching from seaward, the bottom rises from deep water to 
the approximate level of l.W. spring tide, then continuing as 
a flat sandy 1 platform1 a further 600 ft to the H.$. mark. 
The bottom up to this point is sand, with a small amount of 
kelp on the edge of deep water. Although generally firn 
there are a number of soft patches of sand south of the 
beach centre line. from just below the H.’fl. line to the 
back of the beach the surface is large flat pebbles and shale 
on a rising gradient. There is no noticeable step up to the 
grass and this surface is firm enough to support a vehicle.

Landmarks/ ...

Tides • ‘ ‘
Reference C gives a low high water of 4*5 ft and a high
high water of 5.3 ft for Stanley. WHALEBONE beach is useable 
with a loaded MSXSFLOAT around high water on ary tide above 
4 ft, and the flat sandy bottom would enable the raft to 
remain on the beaoh through a low water if necessary.

f< leather .
The beach is exposed to the prevailing westerly winds, but 
the restricted sice of Stanley Harbour prevents the formation 
of any surf even in the worst weather conditions. The beach 
is sheltered from winds in any other direction.
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3. he

4. ALTERNATIVE BEACHES

a.

b.

•I

CONCLUSIONS/ ...5.

- 3 -

Landmarks and aids to navigation.
The beached hulk of tho sailing vessel the LADY ELIZABETH is 
the most prominent land-mark for this beach. She is lying 
bows north on the edge of the deep water south of the beach 
approach. The final run onto the beach should be made on 
a heading of 080° between the two spits mentioned in para 3. c. 
There are no natural features behind the beach and it is 
recommended that a set of temporary transits are set up to 
indicate the beach centre line. The obstruction formed by 
the old anchor should be marked with a pole or small buoy 
to prevent rafts over-running it while retracting from the 
beach.

Yorke Bay Bench
This beach is situated on the south side of Port William. 
The area shown in Ref A. as •silting up1 has now silted up, 
and the edge of the beach now extends in an arc from the west 
of Yorke Point to the south of Ordnance Hill. Deep water 
extends close in to the edge of this beach which is moderately 
steep and of firm sand.. Behind this is a large area of firm 
flat sand backed by a line of low sand dunes. Vehicles 
landed on the beach can reach the proposed runway site by 
crossing the low ridge to the east of MARY HILL, though a 
suitable route will have to be marked out as the ground is 
soft and muddy in places. The beach is sheltered from 
West winds, but is exposed to winds from the north and north 
west. Port William is exposed to east winds and a short steep 
sea develops off Yorks Bay when wind strengths are high.

Canache Narrows
The beach on the south side of the CANACHE narrows 
immediately to the west of the magazine and old jetty, is 
steeply shelving to the deep water of the channel and has 
a firm surface of flat shale pebbles. Immediately at the 
back of this beach is a steep 3 ft bank of peat and shale 
which would have to be bulldozed to allow vehicles to leave, 
the beach. The track shown in Ref B. as connecting the 
jetty with the main track to CANOPUS no longer exists, but 
the route can be followed in a ton vehicle.



5. CONCLUSIONS

oc:
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Colonial Secretary 
NP 8902

jllJd
(D. Nicholas)
Captain RCT

For a vessel anchored in Stanley Harbour* WHALEBONE COVE beach 
is the most suitable landing point for MEXEFLOATs. It can be used 
for about one hour either side of high water on most tides and is 
convenient to the proposed runway site. An alternative site for 
discharging in Stanley Harbour is at the CANACHE NARROWS but a 
small amount of work will bo required to produce a beach exit.

YORKE BAY beach is useable, but only if the vessel is forced to 
discharge in Port William. It is subject to weather limitations 
and the route off the beach is over difficult ground.
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20th September 1971 •

d/o

Cape Pembroke. Airfield

<0.

Colonial Secretary’s Office,
Stanley, Falkland Islands«

As a result of Colonel R# Wheatley’s report it looks 
likely that a further Royal Engineer’s reconnaissance party 
will visit the colony in mid-*November for approximately a 
month#

'4

2. It is hoped that more information on this will be 
available at the Executive Council meeting which is to be hold on the 2dth of September#

(j.A. Jones) 
Deputy Governor

/Q
All members and Extraordinary Members of Exco V

A r'i
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To Falkland Islands 
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Repeated to EL A,

or corruption
of 2 weekly

4. reconnaissance would be made by one officer and five other
ranks, plus one officer who would visit B.A. to examine availability of 
certain stores e.g. cement. Party would fly to B.A. E.T.A. November 14 > 
to Comodoro Rivadavia on 15th and to Port Stanley on 16 th. Party 
would leave Port Stanley for Comodoro Rivadavia and B.A. on December 
14 th. Party will require 500 to 600 pounds of heavy equipment and MOD 
hope to book it in Biscoe sailing U.K. mid October EL T,A. Stanley 
November 14th.

J. MOD provisional ideas. Anqy are currently discussing the implications 
of accepting corimitment recommending other services. If task is 
acceptable in principle next stage would be detailed reconnaissance referred 
to in para 3 (ii) of ny telno 170. Amy are meanwhile making provisional 
(repeat provisional) plans for this as in following paragraph.

2. Main preliminary finding. Cape Pembroke is best site. 4,000 ft 
runway will take approximately 20 months to build. Construction party 
would be 120 all rank Royal Engineers plus 50 civilian labour to be 
inported presumably from Chile. New specification for runway is 5 inches 
cement bound granular base on 5 inches macadam sub base with triple 
bitumen surface dunning. Unless Rcyal Engineers construction party 
can be housed in a moored ship hutted camps must be built for both 
services and civilian labour involving building party of 6o all ranks 
for some three months. Leave cargo vessels required to position stores 
for camp construction) one or two logistic landing ships to position 
and recover plant and equipment, R.A.F. air lifts required to position 
and recover troops and change them over at six monthly intervals, 
Hercules sortie monthly to Argentin and bi-weekly*Andover flight 
Argentine/^alkland Islands essential for routine re-supply.

1, Although Wheatley has not completed his full report (72 hours 
mentioned in your telno 299 referred only to initial findings) MOD 
have given us indication depending main preliminary findings might 
have of their provisional ideas.

5* MOD would be grateful if you will meanwhile make provisional 
arrangements for accommodation either at hotel or with Royal Marines. 
Two local casual labourers will also be required. Grateful you arrange 
this provisionally.
6. T/heatley has told us Degan Lob who led Argentine survey team to 
F.I. last month made him verbal offer of free air transport for 
reconnaissance party each way between EL A. and Stanley to meet schedules 
in para 4 of report, and that Melrose knows of offer. While WD 
understood glad to accept transports on that • • • • • party1» task is 
clearly measures with an obligation assumed by , in which CASE 
should bear cost. Unless Embassy see objection, grateful if they would 
seek confirmation from Argentine authorities tliat it is still 
convenient for them to provide transport but point out that for reason 
above -we would prefer to make reimbursement at appropriate rates.

iSe« M I y T
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(iii) We should therefore agree that Argentines should build 
temporary air strip, and offer them every facility

(ii) construction of a temporary air strip should be regarded as 
a necessaiy practical consequence of Argentine’s commitment 
to maintain a regular air service under B.A. Agreement which 
F.I. Government and public opinion generally welcome

(i) in view of operational difficulties already amply demonstrated 
we can not expect Argentines to maintain an amphibian service 
for 2 plus years required to build a permanent airfield,

To Falkland Islands
From FCO
Repeated to B.A.

(iv) that necessaiy arrangements should be formalised by a further 
Exchange of Notes referring to Agreement of August 5th.

■Vsw

2. We must thus recognise that other considerations may rule out even 
detailed reconnaissance; and that even if it is made Royal Engineers may 
eventually not be able to do construction. We are therefore keeping 
well in mind that it may provtr necessaiy to turn to civil engineering 
firm for design etc and for construction. Should this become necessary 
whatever preliminary work that will have been done by Royal Engineers 
will be made available to them and time will not have been wasted.

3. Meanwhile we should be grateful for your views on Argentine 
suggestion for building tenporary airfield in B.A. telno 91 to you. 
Our present views at official level are:-

4- You will no doubt wish to consult your ExCo in due course but 
(especially with your telno 312 in mind) we think that it would be 
better to defer such consultation until, hopefully, Army may have 
reached a firm decision about detailed reconnaissance when you would 
be able to inform the ExOo of their plans.

1. Even from summary of Wheatley’ a preliminary findings it will be 
clear to you that a permanent airfield will make heavy demands on all 
3 services for men, equipment, logistic support and time. Another 
month will be necessary to assess implications in full; and in ary 
event it will be necessaiy to make detailed reconnaissance before a 
final decision can be taken on whether Royal Engineers can undertake 
construction. At that point ••••• will realise operational implications 
of lying up men and equipment for so long at such distance from Army’s 
main areas of deployment will have to be assessed. Nevertheless it is 
a sign of Royal Engineers interest that they are making provisional 
plans for detailed reconnaissance on lines in MIPT.



FROM:Captain R w Brant Royal Engineers.

/

Colonel Crawford visited the Section last week and I took the opportunity 
of discussing? the question of the airstrip and the Feasibility Study with him. 
I was assured that the Study has been forwarded through the correct channels 
and had been sent by the Senior Sapper in Washington to the Officer-in-Charge 
of Engineering projects at the Ministry of pefence.lt has since been sent to 
the Staff of the Engineer-in Chief for examination.! will keep you posted 
many future developments.'! have asked Colonel Crawford to supply copies 

off the covering letters which accompanied the Report.! will forward these when 
they arrive.

I trust that your recent visit to Argentina proved to be useful and 
enjoyable.I feel that it must have been more successful than our trip on the 
Bransfield!

(R w Brant)
Captain Royal Engineers.

I hope that the winter in Stanley is not excessively severe and that 
both yourself and your wife are well.! look forward to seeing you in the future.

Doppler Section, 
512 STRE, 
BDS(W), 
BFPO 2
July 71

Thank you for your letter of the 1? th. May which has eventually reached 
me at the Section location in Cerro Sombrero.

J.A.Jones Esq.,
Colonial Secretary,
Colonial Secretary»s Office,
Stanley,
Falkland Islands.

The Section is at present operating in Cerro Sombrerd^ut we expect to 
move to Puerto Montt in the near future to carry out further tracking missions. 
At the moment the plan is that we will then move to Santiago and that my Section 
will be reinforced by additional ^embers so fchat we are able to operate two 
equipments in Chile at different sites simultaneously,! expect to be here until 
about November and then return to Washington en route for UK on completion of 
my tour of duty.

pefence.lt


Id JRef: 2408/lH

20th September, 1971

Hope to see you.

/

- /
/ I was most interested in you had to say about the 

a/rfield. Since you wrote your.letter we have had a recce by 
Col. fl. Wheatley of the R»B.A and his report is under study in 

/Loudon at the moment. So I suppose wo see progress.
/■ / It sounds as if you are hrving a useful, interesting and

/ busy life. In the right place, too. As our journey to Surope, 
which I expect to start at the end of &arch, will take us through 
Ar entina and Chile we may perhaps fhll in with you. I will 
enquire of your whereabouts from th© embassy in Santiago when 
are there. We have fortunately h-d a reasonable tfinter here and 
are looking forward hopefully to a good last summer as well.
Then — South America.



21st Septeaber, 1971

Construction of Airfield

AC-

■■

2408
Telnos 225/4 of 16.9.71

(Mir ref:
Your ref:

' - ■

J* A* Jones
C olord al eoret/>ry

10/

In the light of your Confidential' tele^raxaa 225/4, both of 
the 16 th of September, it any be of interest to you to have? earlier 
thzm would normally be the case, a copy of the Executive Council 
i5omo.rnndxMa about the considerations connected with the proposal for 
a temporary airfield which was ta&en, without final decision being 
reached upon it, at the Council's ©eet ing of the 10th of Sep teener > 
Th® asat is in the annexure te tiio -saGF’ nduE!.

co: J» de C* Ling, 
.American Dept*,

*

I. Watt, Esc;., C.&UG., 
(S./u & 1*0. Dept/, 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 
LCKIX}^ S’m 2AH.



Y.E.
,Z/>; /^Xv

pp 93-6$ fa • a /j/bvJ^ /'^"/^' fa

We spoke on Sunday 19/9* Pp* 93 and % have issued.
OCC NPP 8901/2 as well as S.P.W. have been put in the picture by 
me orally.
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TELEGRAM.

From 

COLONIAL SECRETARYTo

Despatched: Time : 171029 7113th October

Received: 13th October 29 71 Time :

Then copy both to

...t- 102
PL: HT

J.A.J.
18.10.71

S/C Signal back - WILCO - from me.
S.P.W.

131O31Z from 62 Creconst to Colonial Secretary, Stanley, 
Falkland Islands (DIG LBC) from Wheatley. Please pass to 
P.W.D. Although detailed reconnaisance not yet confirmed 
have put three wooden boxes of reconnaisance kit weighing 
total of ten cwts. on to John Biscoe. It is addressed to 
Tom Royans . Grateful if you arrange to collect and hold 
on my behalf. Have received letter from Royans and am 
grateful that he is ensuring that soil samples are des
patched on *AES *



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R. Ward 843

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

PSY 14.10.71

To
ETATPRIORITE MINISTRY OF DEFENCE LONDON SW1

IOI

WILCO ENDS
COLONIAL SECRETARY

HRT.
Time

FOLLOWING FROM JONES FOR LT COL WHEATLEY 62 CRECONST STOP YOUR 131O31Z

HO A/c

10^



2408/A

2. I have now received, the letter at b.o.f. from Warburg and. 
propose, subject to your concurrence and., of course, without 
commitment, to ask him to let me have on a personal basis an 
estimate of the cost of a possible contract for AIL to provide 
management and additional meteorological services for the air
field. To do this he should see a copy of the feasibility 
Report which he has apparently not yet managed to obtain from 
DTI and I propose to send him a copy from here. The document is 
not confidential. At the same time I propose to give hinubrief 
idea of the shape of our meteorological services as at present 
organised.

J .A. J * 
15.10.71 

/

7 will recall myAshowing you, some time ago, a letter from 
Eric Warburg of ^JL about the possibility of his company being 
connected with the operation of the aerodrome when it is in 
service.

3. I imagine your experience elsewhere will bear out what 
Warburg says in his paragraph 3- It is not too early for us to 
begin thinking about this matter and collecting some basic data.



2408/III i. Permane nt.ae rodrome

CLERK OF COUNCILS

Members were anxious that alternative 
provision should be made for transport in 
the event that the completion of the perman
ent aerodrome was delayed.

EXTRACT FROM MINUTES OF EXCO. MEETING NO., 14/71 
HELD ON 19TH OCTOBER 1971

The next stage in the construction 
programme was a detailed survey of the site, 
expected to be carried out by the Royal 
Engineers. No definite information on the 
subject was to hand but it was thought that 
the team would arrive by Albatross amphibian 
aircraft about 16th November. It was known 
that equipment necessary for the survey was 
being shipped from Britain in R.R.8. John 
Biscoe, due in the Colony in mid-November. 
His Excellency assured Members that he 
would keep them fully posted on latest 
developments.



/^7

Our ref: MK.999/1623 13th September 1971

Dear

i.

However,

With best regards.

E.E. WARBURG

j-. .Ikf-OSf

31st July 1971.
D.T.I.
me a 
Falkland Islands.

‘Th /

Yours sincerely,

M

INTERNATIONAL AERADIO LIMITED
AERADIO HOUSE ■ HAYES ROAD • SOUTHALL - MIDDLESEX ■ ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE: 01-574 2411 TELEX: 24114 CABLES: INTAERIO SOUTHALL

J.A. Jones Esq.,
Colonial Secretary
Colonial Secretary’s Office
STANLEY
Falkland Islands

AERADIO

I am sure it is too soon to decide how the airfield 
should be operated, but I nevertheless believe it is not too 
soon to be making a noise about requirements of this sort.

Thanks very much'for your letter ref. P1151 dated the
I immediately contacted Geoff Peacock at the 

(formerly the Board of Trade), who promised to forward 
copy of the feasibility survey for an airfield in the 

He promised to let me have a copy some 
little while ago, and I have just been reminded that this has 
not reached me. However, no doubt it will in due course.

It’s about time we saw you back here again for some leave 
is it not? Please let me know when you are coming and come and 
have some lunch.

Nevertheless, I do hope you will keep me posted if and 
when anything further transpires on this project.

GENERAL MANAGER, MARKETING

I do know that I wrote the first letter on Mahe Airport 
in the Seychelles to the then O.D.A. in 1965, and it took 
until 1970 before our first Air Traffic Controller was posi
tioned there. The same thing may apply with your territory.



2408/III

22nd October 71

Your ref: MK.999/1623

(J. At Jones)

JB

St B. Warburg, Esq*, 
International Aeradio Ltd,, 
Aeradio House, 
Hayes Road, 
SOUTHALL, 
Middlesex.

K *7
Thank you for your letter of the 13th September which 

reached me on the 14th October - such is the speed of our com
munications •

I am sorry you have not yet been able to lay hands on & 
copy of the feasibility survey for the airfield end am enclosing 
one with this letter in case you have still not been successful 
in securing one.

You are, of course, quite right in saying that it is too 
soon to decide how the airfield should be operated but it has 
all the time bean my personal thinking that, initially at any 
rate, we shall need to negotiate a contract with an appropriate 
commeroial organisation to provide management, radio and additional, 
meteorological services. Our meteorological department is very 
small, consisting of one qualif ied forecas'^er and a learner 
assistant and it is orientated towards provision of' meterological 
information for our internal air service which is operated by 
de Haviland (Canada) Beaver floatplanes.

It would be helpful if, without oonuiitment and on a purely 
personal basis, you could, in the light of the foregoing 
information and of the contents of the Feasibility Report, let 
me have your provisional views as to the staff which you consider 
would be needed to provide the necessary operational services 
end as to the annual cost of a contract for providing them, with 
the necessary cost breakdown. In this connection, I should add 
that I envisage an initial flight frequency to the airfield from 
Cesnodaro Rivadavia in Argentina of once a week probably operated 
with the Fokker T 27 in passenger/freight configuration.

I expect to be in Britain somewhere between the middle and 
the end of next year and will not fail to get in touch with you 
when I am in London.



Ida
TELEGRAM.
BUSS CROWNFrom

.....CQLONIALSECRCTm.To......

Time : 1551297118th OctoberDespatched:

19 7118th OctoberReceived: Time :

BUSS CROW

S.P-6,

JUScvXjL .. dutWac.

PL: HT

5

Decode.

?L.

Yourlet 18th August. Glad information re-maximum load town 
supply only on Stanley East HV Feeder up to point 'A1 for 
years 1972, 1977, 1982



I/O

Crown Agents, (copy)
Q Department

C.S. File 2408/B
19th October 1 971 •

Dear Mr Gutteridge,

(D)

(E)

(A)
(B)
(C)

In this present letter I will deal mainly with 
The other matters raised in the Colonial 

are 
and we will write shortly: at the same time

Our Ref : Q/367/M-O 
Your Ref: Personal

(iv)
(v)

Thank you for your personal letter of the 19th 
August in which you ask for my views on the generation problems 
which could arise in regard to a supply to the proposed airport. 
We have also received the Colonial Secretary’s letter of the 18th 
idem requesting us to advise on the question of transmission! and 
distribution of electric power to the airport.
2. Taken together, these two letters raise a number
of seperate issues and it may be useful to identify and list 
these here for ready reference: they would appear to be as 
follows:

Generating Capability
Transmission and distribution capability
Power Demand in respect of:
(i) Ordinary Consumers in Stanley
(ii) R.E. Construction Camp
(iii) R.E. Construction site

Permanent Airport
Temporary Airstrip (Argentine Air Force)

Design of necessary transmission and distribution 
works to meet C above
Possible later procurement of materials for(D) above.

Projected Airport, Pembroke^Peninsular 
Load Requirements and. Par a 1 lel_j5pera t i on 

of Stanley \a? Stations.

3.the generation aspects.
Secretary’s letter regarding transmission and distribution 
under consideration, 
we will deal with the query raised in your letter of the 5th 
July in connection fcith the possibility of using the two re
dundant 25OKVA, UOO/3.3KV transformers.

Turning then to generation, the starting point is 
the estimate of maximum load demand in Kilowatts, namely, - 
(a) 65OKW required by the R.E. Construction Unit Camp commencing 
early 1972; (b) 5O/1OOKW required by the R E Unit at the Airport 
site; and (c) thereafter, a permaneht supply of 50®Kw at the 
Airport, which could rise to 250Kw in the future. As you say, 
65OKW does seem excessive for a construction staff of 160-200 
men but Col. Wheatley and his Major (Electrical) have confirmed 
this as a realistic estimate based on a load factor of 70%. It 
is difficult for us to question this but I would go along with 
you in thinking something lower- say 500KW - would be more likely. 
Similarly, there is little we can say at present as to the actual 
Airport loads whether 5O/1OOKW or 50/250KW.



H/2

1U75KWToal

the

This invisages direct interconnection of the

7. 
’A*

Stanley Town and environs
R E Camp, Stanley
R E Construction site

9. We realise that apart from technical considerations,
you may not wish to take on a short term load which is so large

/in

85OKW550 "
75 "

Alternative III This provides for both stations to be kept 
electrically seperate but with Stanley E and W HV feeders 
transferred to the new station.

There remains the Question of parallel operation of 
and ’B’ J

8. Alternative I is, in our view, the simplest, safest
and most flexible arrangement and our only raesom for including 
II and III is to demonstrate their drawbacks eg. lack of flex
ibility and danger. They are however, possible, if undesirable 
compromises, if for some unforeseen reason alternatives I should 
not be possible. It will of course be appreciated that if II 
or III are adopted there could be no closing of HV or LV rings 
on the outside system unless each of these rings were fed from 
the same busbar or transformer.

5. The question of the local maximum load demand of the
town itself by 1372// is of course a matter for your own 
evaluation, but if one assumes a figure Of 75OKW the total 
demand by say the end of 1973 might be as follows:

Alternative. I This invisages direct interconnection of the 
two stations on the J.3KV side via the existing M-15/3*3KV 
transformers at ’ A’ • All feeders - HV and LV - would be transferred 
to ’B’ station and HV switches 12 and 13 would normally remain 
closed. The MV flexible interconnector, if installed, must in 
this case be disconnected as a phase displacement will exist 
between the tAt and ’B’ station MV busbars. In effect therefore 
the HV busbars at ’A’ and ’B1 would constitute one bar and the 
sets in *A’ would be run-up and synchronised in the normal way. 
I assume that ’B* would of course be the base-load station from 
which the busbars in ’A’ will'be energised; itwill indeed be 
necessary to issue operating instructions to this effect because 
of synchronising problems. The 3-3.KV PVC flexible cable now 
on order is of 25 mm^ section giving a rated load capacity of 
some 4OOKW: it wibll therefore be necessary to replace this with 
a more adequate and permaneht arrangement.

and our drawing No Q331/8 herewith, illustrates three 
alternative arrangements as follows:

6. Total firm plant capacity with ’A1 and ’B’ in commission
and allowing for the largest set (U88KW) being ’out’, would be 
165OKW. You may of course consider that the firm capacity should 
be pitched lower depending on the overall condition of the plant 
in ’A’. However, on this assumption and also that ’B’ station 
is ready on time, there should be ample plant capacity to meet 

above estimate.

Alternative II In this instance the two stations are linked 
via the new flexible U15V PVC cable now on order. The 3«3KV 
feeder to Pictons and MV feeder to KEMH is left on the ’A’ 
board, the remaining feeders being transferred to ’B1. The 
load capacity of the MV cable is limited to 1OOKW. Exactly 
similar remarksas for alternative I apply as regardsthe syn
chronising and switching-in of generating sets at ’A’ station 
except that in this instance it is the 3»3KV interconnecting 
cable which, would be disconnected.



- 5 -

This may he a reflection of the com-

With the above in mind,

Yours sincerely

Sngd. D.A. Buss.

(V) If,therefore, the old station will manage to cope
with 4OO/5OOKW of peak load for the construction period you 
would have no capital, interest or depreciation charges thereon.

in relation to your present system demand. There are how
ever the following points which you may have already taken 
into account:

(IV) We understand that the revenue yhich you would expect 
to receive from the Army Authorities would amount to some 
£38,000 representing 16.5M KWh at your standard rate of 2.30p 
per KWhr. In fact, this rate is very excessive for a bulk supply 
load with a high load factor and if you really want this business 
you might well consider offering a flat rate a 2p per KWhr. 
If indeed 2.3p is your one and only rate it does of course 
mean that you have a completely non-promotional tariff geared 
to a lighting load only, 
plete absence of any other type of potential load as also the 
limited scope for development in terms of numbers of consumers; 
on the other hand you may like to explore the possibilities 
and should you so desire, we should be pleased to advise you.

(ill) It would seem that very little capital expenditure 
would be involved:

10. As we seem to be coming more involved with the
development of the Undertaking I wonder if you could let 
us have any relevant background information such as: (a) 
typical summer and winter load curves; (b) Maximum demand 
forecasts (without R E Supplies) for 1972-73; (c) actual
feeder loadings; (d) rate of population increase or decrease 
etc. etc. If of course you do an Annual Report we would 
welcome a copy as it might well be of material assistance to 
us in arriving at considered judgements on matters now arising

(I) There does not appear to be any technical raeson 
against the proposal so far as the generating plant is concerned:
(II) Subject to information from youas to the load on 
the Stanley E 3-3KV feeder similar remarks would appear to 
apply in respect of transmission:

(VI) With the above in mind, as also the fact that most 
of your energy would be produced much more sheaply from the 
new station in terms of fuel (possibly less than a 1p), the 
operation could therefore prove highly profitable, reaching 
£20,000.



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Time: Received: 25.10.71Despatched: Time:25.10.71 1905

Unclassified 2516325 My telegram 257« Airfield Reconnaissance.

DOUGLAS-HOME

i 04

PL: HT

Please specify by return quantity, make, model and condition of levels, 
theodolites, Sopwith Staffs available in Stanley for use by survey party

IB



GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH S E RVICE

FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
P2538 P4776/32/401381 500 11/66 R. Ward 843

Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

26.10.71PSY

To
IK) A/cLTF CHOW LONDON SW1

No. 2?6

SECRETARY

HRT.
Time

FOLLOWING FOR E DEPT STOP YOURTSL 18TK OCTOBER STANLEY EAST TN- FEEDER 
ESTIMATED MAXIMUMS STOP 1972/350KW 1977/400KW 1902/450KW .
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Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to SECRETARY OF STATE

Despatched: Time: Received: Time26.10.71 1130

LEWIS

PL:,HT

ion
Yrtel 265 Airfield Reconnaissance. Such levels, theodolites and Sopwith 
StaHT^s*we”have are unreliable being ex-war time army stock which have 
not been serviced. Only items in normal use are Sopwith Staffs of which

■ we have one. It is the wooden variety and old



Decode.

TELEGRAM

From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR
Despatched: Received: Time:5.11.71 5.11.71

3.

(a) Three land rovers preferably with drivers;
(b) Up to eight labourers;
(c) etc.

(d)

(e) Use of PUD JCB excavator;

(f) Forty gallon drums for water storage;

(g) Store for soil and survey equipment;

(h)

(i)

4.

5.

DOUGLAS-HOIE '

I

PL: PIT

SENT.

RPT will be grateful for help of commercial section of Embassy 
for enquiries into availability and prices of constructions materials 
in Argentina and for introductions to Argentine aircraft operators

Centrifugal pump for wash boring preferably two 
inch;

Room with solid work bench and water supply to 
basin for soils testing work

RPT will be grateful if following can be ensured during total 
period in Falklands:

Accommodation for three ten inch by four inch 
plotting tables with good lighting, two boards 
and T squares;

Loan "of windproof jackets, gum boots, waders, 
from BAS or RI-I Detachment;

RPT wish to know before departure on 13th November if following is 
available in Stanley (8) BS sieves in good condition numbers and sizes 
(08) Special road.oil for wet sand mix (iii) Automatic voltage recorder

En Clair FM FCO O51355Z Unclassified to Priority Governor Falkland Islands 
telno 279 of 5/11 Information Priority Buenos Aires. Ky telegram 278 
Airfield.

2. On arrival at Buenos Aires (Flight number to be confirmed later) 
meet facilitate with customs arrange accommodation and onward flight 
to connect with departure point of Amphibian. Each meraf partjr pro
poses to carry total of 80 lbs weight of kit and equipment. RPT 
would like early confirmation that this is acceptable for Amphibian, 
and if not, what range of weight is acceptable.

1. Grateful if you and HM Embassy will take following action as 
appropriate to facilitate and assist Rendel, Palmer and Tritton (RPT) 
team.

Time: 1610
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jumoiMsaw - cafe; aamg jamo-

IftV — HQ

To be broa’ioast tonight Tuesday 9th
Wednesday lOthl

T3ie firm of KsndaiX# i^lsaer and Tritton, besides 
being one of international reputation?have operated in Brasil 
and Chile and so have recent experience of construction work in 
thia hemisphere.

Information has been received of the appointment of 
the firm of BendalX, Palmer and Tritton, consulting engineers, 
in connection with the Cape Pembroke Mrfleld construction 
project. The appointment of this civilian firm as consulting 
engineers means tliat it has been found impossible in present 
circumstances for th© Royal Engineers to carry out the con
struction of the airfield. That this sight be so lias always 
been a possibility and the British Arcy’s ccmitmQnts elsewhere 
are such as to make it impracticable for the tappers to do the 
job for us.

Listeners will recall that it had been anticipated 
that a Sapper party of six would visit the Colony flying in by 
Albatross on the 16th November, staying for a month in order to 
cany out preliminaxy design studies for the airfield. This 
task will now be carried out by the party of six members of the 
staff of Palmer and Tritton. The senior engineer in
charge is Br. Warren and the other members of the party are 
Mr. Lovogrove, tfr. Hatwell, Mr* Smith, Wr. Cross and Mr. Boustead. 
The party will be in the Colony for approximately a month in order 
to make the preliminary design stU'V cariy out soil surveys.

Colonial Seex’otaTy’s Office, 
Stanley, Falkland Islands. 
9th November, 1971>



Coe . S€C.t fr-fucST s=o£ r'i-f\

MEMORANDUM

15th. November, 1971.

To;____ Colonial. Secretary.,

From; ..Super int^d.e.nt....Qf. ..Works. STANLEY.!

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject Accomodation - R.P.T.

v/

(/{/<//# c/n a/ Superintendent of Works.

Drawing Office:
Plotting Room:
Soil Testing Room:

PWD Handyman’s Shop.
PWD Joiner’s Shop 
Agricultural Office.

(a)
(b)
(c)

No. PWD 075
It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above 
number and date 
should be quoted.

Buildings being made available for the R.P.T. party 
arriving on the 15th. November, 1971 are as follows:-



2408

(1) Accommodation for LADE agent (see (1) p.27
(2.d) p.29)

It is worth our keeping in mind the following 
points from the papers at pp.22-3 and 26-9 in this 
volume of F.2408:

aC , /J.A.J. 23.11.j71

(2) That the generator for the supply of electrical power has been ordered and a Special 
Warrant signed for it. ((6)p.27)

(3) Provision of telephone ((7) p.27)
(4) Water supply arrangements (ditto)
(5) Puel storage. JATO rocket storage has 

already been arranged. We are no further 
forward over the question of storage of JP1. 
No doubt the Argentine Air Force will let us 
know about this in due course. ((10) p.28)

(6) Accommodation for construction party. You 
have made a suggestion about this at 2.d, p.29, 
and another possibility would be the PCM as
I would expect that Mgr. Ireland would agree 
to the St. Mary’s annexe being used as a 
dormitory provided no church functions were 
scheduled to take place during the period in 
which it would be occupied; and catering 
there presents less difficulty than anywhere 
else. Provision of a quarter, except for 
something of the size of 44 Davis Street (and 
even that would hardly be adequate for the 
numbers involved) is something I have been 
keeping in mind,but we live very much from 
hand to mouth over this and it is difficult 
to forecast. It will probably have to be 
played off the cuff when the time comes. (In 
any case the availability of 44 Davis Street 
would depend on the completion of the recon
struction of Stanley senior school which is 
unlikely to be fully effected during the next 
two to three months.)



CCV-T
/>/

xra»u '--■ ■ •■' 'r^

i.

Is this quotation etlU v^lid?

(.u‘ zmld F.I.G. prefer to ear- y cut thia wvrk thwsaolws?

• Cui)

(M

2»

regulations and standards3. *

2 aM

&•
h.

b.
c.

4%

0«

f.
£•

♦• •

If-sc, presumably the wrk wtMta h&r© to he ImJuddd 
in th© Contract ?>.« ,a iw \©lcual bua o b^ing the 
only nothod of finanaiu&?

Kr* J. ferren 
b. >• Fratt

fet
Frc«;--t

fi^vVlP •
12th ftoveaher, 1971

C)

p«r.
fete;

obtain records and &&tails eC the following»
Standard voltage and ftaqueney of th© electricity 

supply anuxecox^ed i’luaIona rnd outages.
Cult charge for electricity.
Specification of fuel avaOabl© for di&sel engines.

(A »fend*by diesel gonomtw will b» required at the 
Airport).

.radio Propagation chart of th© area.
fey end night avail ability of frequencies throughout 

th# year.
fetalis of local frequents their usage.
-.;ho extent of the existing 4^juni©f<tions network 

around the iexands OnA to the Mainland and its 
liability and suitability f^r iroorpor&txon

into the 3warch and r»e^^ aygfeM*

.'he stuej for (i) to (iv) above
In

V

90• ,/X. y p

h« 5 queries as for 15 2 aM J ly to s&rvices in and 
a’>out tew Airport and in teulWn^e ■ . ‘

^losee obtain detail a of loorl mIob.
a^licable to the oleotrioal and 'P. & T. works nnA also the 
pr^yrrred ©eusuf&cturers, if ar$-.

■ to ©asae letter ewkes mention theit tx«a Superintendent P. & T. 
wour-’ mibirit a separate esttosM of cost Cor a tole>>hou© link 
with the Airport. T’ t \ *

©xc.ept that no quotation. h..ts been submitted.
atXXUion,- the nrabar of cansuMc-^ioo dwmnels required should 
M er^tod.

■ ■X1 Cfc f?^port includM fe .1.^.*'•■•v Om f\ f-utterid^ (Puper *
in■•n-4er.it Fow*r 4s 'leetrloalf P.T* ) dated liwth Augustv 1971» mioh

thn ©oat of overhead r lima to an Airport fit Cupe
r’«; 4k '&ko t of about 50 KVA <5>ap^ol'by.

^•©uld the works bo eaxTlbd out b local contractor or 
by F.I.G. direct labour?



• 2 •

h.5.

6® la your discussions with the in Stanley, gleans ascertain:*
n9

c t&ge®

h®

C*

a®

ae®

7.

■:. iiing requirements for th© above are attached®

a® 
b« 
c® 
d®

*&tat ocnsidarntion ia b-'i-i,; i;ivw to full tine
operational staffing at Ixz /-irport for coinsuniaations 
purposes, bearing in xibd that only om flight w*k 
is envisaged? Would t\? T’\ fto^iaunicrations ^.ivipno^t 
for EtT cGmunic-vtion with. thte minland bo better sited 
where there is a 24-hour ccfrcattoh facility,- e®g® 
coastguard or H.Q. of p® & ...

It would app^.-’.r that Vzscj Mil probably include 
high^owored NPB ©n the w-^tern extremity of the 
extended runmy oentxwi line (nonrest land point about silos 
fra# the 'irport), R? eoMuMe^tion with the bpinlfe&d 
F®I®R® and VHF ground./air a^jaini©-.Cion for approach

(say, about 20 Milae rex/^J® A iop*pcw«red NDB acting at 
a locator Might bo uacful nvditicm at the eastern extremity 
of the extended runway line®

■Vt-H • •
,Hvs;;h*5)Qwred
Low^owcj’1©! HDB (locator)

‘ Log.kI tranwdUar/recii’vw 
sMonded range VHtF®

i® plating obstruction© ixiqulrl.^ lightdag®

Cea^lderstioa wust bs given to t o possibility of a future requlrotMmt 
for VOH and extended range iHr'* accordinglyt please iuvoatigate the 
axH-Vble sitings fur the folio••

i^cnri&ion to be m<le f^r rwr^y lighting at this
It would appecr th---t nl~ ht landings would 

muy be for rn eaer^emy prtrte&uw and that gooee 
nook flares would b®

There say ba a rocuiremnt fbr ar=pi*<«oh lighting* 
VA&I a - each and a viiaxal beacon for day time 
a^ratione®

TMt 1* the wni''.ability c" ^.irtenarco personnel end 
test eawipaent for the nrv*orMftd r?.dio ityetesa which 
will include e^uipBe-1 h>r th© fallowing fH^utnoiea?

1, U? about 200
il. & Rbout a/6 W;3

lii. VKF about 120

If separate fraa Itass g® nbov’s, extent of the 
existing groujfcVair etvs tea and
other aeronautical eonmTn3.C'-t?A.ons systems to 
the islands and to th©



■ FOX’T X1?

!•

halght up to

2

eartii m^t.)

JU .
?t*V» 50» dieneter for <uyi

5*
High ^rouna oito, «d.W

*

t’paoe rtgulreamnts f&? '•'>•110 r®a®wal«r?.tiom *u4 
^affl^tiessO xubj

’■L’...'-y ~.r.r- 3

IX & ^udrts, &as$ hei&vs z?.,^»

..5f wi. * • ••
'W* &%uwet feast, JKa ki$a 

ctou? -view to £eet and $•$»

v*

Lcx.Vlryr loe-ier .C X)
^in/:Xo fertioal ^aet, 2Gm hi.^ir

<y^»^4t;^?rZce0dty^r neyl*-l» thr^a r-w*st 7>^ from
. S 30 M and 75« fiAm $ tc; Ir^lu .1^ -nt S and

■_• fbr at e^eh mnat# /K&# 
• »»atf tn r»mkml

7l>ft e<ruin»en* hut for both 2 y u«oda io be alonr-sida 
^srlM or not eoto- tLan. 10 ® U

7 ■

h':t>>, j,m>i for & X‘‘ -1.33 l^nst 3C-0 © (^OOss p^ferrod)
no^ <80^ V.’ to jVO a (GCCa) M«t*nea

is r^oapidblo* Ko mtallio ©b£§H<to. (owrh&ad llnoa, 3e*noost
(i-^) e!}©•:, within *?T^- >f 

ia &s»s4od*



24th Kovmber

Senior KecUoal Officer

Colonial Secretary Customs Officer

Immigration Officer

CxV^H??rxQi;

(2) ligating requirements

(>) wutei/siinitutioa requirements

?

3. It id emphasised. that I’equirosents sust be kept to a ninlarn. 
$r. W-rrcn will in fact bo asked if requi.?en*n.ts can be so designed 
gb to be &0I© io be easily expanded at med an snd if traffic 
devolcee*

(*J* Ai
C ;<1^, lai Secretary

(4) eiJjy specific requirements in resnect of dispensing 
provision; passport and health documentation

11 on *

/>4A

Lr, J, k'arron of Kendal, Falser rind. Tritton 5 the consulting 
engineers whose iepjr la cpz* eutiy in the Gcln^ in acnncctica with 
the C&pe A-«abroke airfield project, is inquired to supply his 
principal 3 with infom^tion regarding th® requxrewnts for cos tons > 
health and aedical facilities ti^o airport.

2» I h-we infoiwd ?fr’. ^‘axvca blue, in &ener$l terws, requires 
»ents Villi be the noat alwple r.ecessf?.;,y to oope with the
passciibcr load of an k 27 aircraft, i»e« i>rarorJw^tely 3C passengers 
xn^c.-yd &ud >i .&x>en^crs o'atvrax'd yC'r iilfcht# kithin these acquire
ments you should let m know th® fallowing in respect of your 
dapa tiscnts1 needs in the airport building;

(1) floo» Apace
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MEMORANDUM
.24th... No vembe r... ....19 71.

The Colonial Secretary,

Supt. Power_ &JS1 ec trijpal Dept ... Secretariat,
Mr J. Warren. R.P.& T.c.c•

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Airport-Electrical Services.Subject

Minutes of the discussion.

2.

subpara, iii. Yes.
If the work had to be carried out by FIG-.

anticipated

Voltage at Airport
/transformer

t

t ■

Para, 3.
Para. 5* (a)

advised, as 
already carrying

1 • Referring to the memorandum from Mr S.W. Pratt
to Mr J. Warren. Ref. SWP/VIP. dated 12th November, 1971* I 
discussed with Mr Warren the electrical service matters mentioned 
in Mr Pratts memorandum.

Para. 2. CAs. will include in their costing provision 
for a thirty pair telephone cable.

r.( - ■■■ /;■

Subpara. iv.
it would be by direct labour.

As those current in the United Kingdom. 
Present generated voltage. 400/230. 3 phase

4 wire. 50 Hertz. Station Capacity; 850 Kw. The Station is 
over 20 years old and is being replaced by Station fBj 
commissioning, September 1972. with a station capacity of 
1,280 Kw. generated voltage will be 3,300 at 50 Hertz. Distribution 
is overhead at 3,300 HV and 400/230 MV.

Referring to;
para, 1. of the memo.

The transmission line capacity would be 25OKVA. 
with a transformer capacity at the Airport of 50KVA.

subpara, (1) The quotation was tentative and was given 
as a guide only to Lt. Col. Wheatley. Full details of the 
transmission line proposals together with three alternative 
methods of transmission to include a thirty pair telephone 
and signal lines has been sent to the Crown Agents as a technical 
enquiry (my letter PE49O dated 18th August 1971 refers).

subpara.iiX* Owing to the time factor involved I suggested 
that all interests would best be served if the job was included 
in the contract. If it is to be included, I 
above, that CAs. ’Q* Dept. (Mr D.A. Buss) were 
out a design study of power transmission and that R.P. & T. 
would need to take the matter up from there.

no. Airport.
It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this memo- 
random the above 

' number and date 
should be quoted.
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3. Generally,

ii.

iii.

iv.

ECG.

transformer output terminals can 1)0 arranged to suit 
Airport services, frequency would be 50 Hertz.

5* (c), Fuel available; Admiralty grade diesel, 
viscosity 3k Redwood seconds. S.G. O.8U-O.85.

Vaporising oil is not available.

(E.C;/ Gutteridge)
Sup t. P & Pep t.

FIG. Have on hand a U6 Kw. I4.OO/23O volt
50 Hertz. 3 phase I4. wire diesel generator set that would, 
subject to official approval, be made available to a 
contractor for his own use and operation. This set would 
require starting batteries only to make it operational.

A 9KVA. portable 60 Hertz 3 phase 4 wire 
380/220 volt generator is on order for a temporary airstrip.

i. Space heating, water heating and cooking 
services likely to be needed at living quarters of a 
construction camp would best be served from practical 
and economic aspects, by the use of oil fired equipment 
capable of burning diesel oil of the above specification.

With Stanley ’B1 power station in commission 
spare generating plant would be available from the ’A1 
station. These are 150 Kw and 196 Kw. sets and might 
be considered usable as standby for Airport services, 
they have been in service for over 20 years but are 
still serviceable.

Anticipated voltage regulation at Station 
’B’ generators is + 1% but Airport voltage will in 
addition be subject to line voltage fluctuation, possibly 
of the order of 5%» If the Airport electrical equipment 
is voltage sensitive, automatic tap changing may he 
necessary at the Airport transformer. Frequency is 
under the control of a time standard in addition to 
the automactic machine governors.

Para. 5 (bQ) Unit charge of electricity from 1st January 
1972. 2.3p per KW. Hr.



Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From SECRETARY OF STATE to GOVERNOR

Despatched: Time: 210525.11.71

HADO’,7

Y.E.

C.S.

We spoke and. I am prepared to delay for a day or two but it would be
better to adhere to the 16th (not before)

Y.E.
I have arranged with Warren that unless he has second thoughts OVER

Argentines would be grateful to know as soon as possible the date on which 
the return Albatross Flight to Comodoro will be required

E.G.L.
24/11/71

J.A.J.
24/11/71

JL

En Clair FI-I Buenos Aires 231930Z Unclassified to Priority Falkland Islands 
telno 111 of 23 November.. Airfield Survey Team.

Thought you would like to see this immediately it came in. At time 
of minuting I cannot contact Warren but will, when I do, put it to him that 
I assume original return date of 16/12 can be adhered to.

Received : 24.11.71 Time :



c.s.
Good.

PL: HT

E.G.L.
24/11/71

J.A.J.
24/11/71

tomorrow morning we will inform Had ox* the original date of 16/12 should b^ 
adhered to. At same time we will ask B.A. to make night hotel bookings 
Comodoro and onward flight and accommodation arrangements to U.K. via B.A.



Decode.

TELEGRAM

E

Despatched: Time: Received: Time:£ .11.71 1400

paMo. 161
Return date 16thAirfield Survey Team.

LEWIS

C.

PL: HT
1230-1 '*

I1

Yrtelno 111 of 2j>rd November.
December

SENT.
Prodrome Buenos Aires 

From GOVERNOR to



I )ecoj>e. .
TELEGRAM SENT.

From

Time:Despatched: Received: Time :091027-11.71

LEWIS

I 7
PL: HT

British Embassy Buenos Aires ■
GOVERNOR to

£

I > ;J! I

No.)63
Mytel 161 of 25th November. Airfield Survey Team. Assume you will make 
hotel bookings Comodoro night 16th and onward flight and accommodation 
arrangements to London via Buenos Aires
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0,§.

Rendel, Palmer and Trit ton: Airfield Survey

I c f'd ~~h
i

^b

(a) whether the party is confident that it can carry out 
the task in the time allotted

(b) whether they are getting all the assistance they require 
from the local government.

(c) whether the task is more complicated or less complicated 
than they had anticipated.

E.G-.L.
24.11.1971

By the end of the month, at the latest, I am certain that the O.D.A. 
of the F. 0-0. will be wanting a short progress report on the detailed 
survey. Would you please ask Mr. Warren to let me have a very brief note 
(no more than a page) in particular bringing out the following points:



< ft

13/2408/ni

2.5th November 71

»

(J. A. Jones)

A, <H*

J. Warren, Esq
/ Rendel, Palmer 4 Tritton, 

Stanley.

(2) Whether you are being given all the assistance 
you need, from our local government resources;

(j) Whether your task is more or less complicated 
than you had anticipated.

(1) whether you ar3 confident that you will be 
able to carry out your task in the allotted 
time ;

. . Airf ield Survey
Mis Excellency the Governor will wish to be in a 

position to send a brief progress report on the de
tailed survey which your team is carrying out to the 
foreign and Commonwealth Office at the end of this 
month. I would, therefore bo grateful if you would 
let me have a brief note, no more th;m a page in length, 
for this purpose, in particular with reference to the 
following points f



2408

26th November 71

Airfield Survey; Rendel, Palmer & Tritton

(J. A. Jones)

• •

JB

i

/
i

John Warren, the engineer in charge of the Rendel, Palmer 
& Tritton team here, has stressed to me the importance of the 
enclosed letter udressed to his principals reaching them as 
quickly as possibly. The papers contained in it concern the 
soil survey which the team is carrying out and need to be 
studied by Rendel, Palmer & Tritton’s London office in case 
they need to cable information and/ar instructions to Warren. 
The material is too lengthy to be oast in telegraphic form*

I

G. F. Kinnear, Esq., O.B.E.
South Atlantic and Indian Ocean Dept 
Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 
London.
SW1A 2AH

2. I would be grateful if you would arrange for the enclosed 
envelope to be passed to Rendel, Palmer & Tritton as quickly 
as possible.



I i/-; rr

1. The Survey side of the investigation is up to schedule.

Yours faithfully,

29th November 1971

1

(Sgd) E. J. Warren
Engineer i/c Field Party, R.P.T.

EALRLAND.. ISLANDS AIRPORT
Field Party Interim Report

4* Whilst I think that the information we are obtaining will 
probably be sufficient for the report and preliminary design 
stages, my firm might consider it desirable that a further 
visit should be made by a small soils team, with the necessary 
equipment, shsuld^be^made before settling final construction 
details for the purpose of tender drawings and documents*

2. The soils side of the investigation is more complex than might 
have been anticipated from the preliminary reports (due to the 
necessarily very limited investigation done at the time of 
their writing).

3. The main factor is the presence of peat in the sand covering 
the site. The equipment made available on site is of very 
limited use in investigating the conditions encountered and, 
although additional wash boring equipment has, with the 
assistance of PWD,been improvised, it does not make accurate 
lagging or in situ testing possible.

5. V/e have to thank the various departments concerned for their 
co-operation, particularly the Public Works Department who 
have placed all their resources at our disposal often to their 
great inconvenience.

//

IL



Decode.

SENT.
From

Despatched: Received: 1.12.71 Time: 0930

PRIORITY

INFO FCO

1.

J.

h:

WOW
IM

1^3 >

AIRES 18-20 DECEEBER' 
SURVEY TEAM.

112-30 Eli BUENOS AIRES RR FILMLAND ISLANDS INFO FCO EN CLAIR
FM BIENOS AIRES 3O3O15Z UNCLASSIFIED
TO ROUTINE FALKLAND ISLANDS TELNO 112 OF 30 NOVEMBER.
YOUR TELS 161 AND 163: RETURN OF AIRFIELD SURVEY TEAM 

ALBATROSS FLIGHT CONFIRMED FOR 16 (REPEAT 16) DECEMBER.

GRATEFUL FOR ANY SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS REGARDING MAIL TO BE CARRIED 
ON INWARD OR OUTWARD ALBATROSS FLIGHT.

WAINWRIGHT, CO-AUTHOR OF 196? AIRFIELD STUDY Al® PEACOCK OF 
OPERATION SERVICES OVERSEAS (CIVIL AVIATION, DTl) WILL BE IN BUENOS 

IT MAY BE USEFUL TO ARRANGE A MEETING WITH

t0 GOVERNOR
HADOW BUENOS AIRES

Time :

telegram

ALBATROSS m LEAVE COMODORO AT 0900 HRS Z (0600 HRS ARGENTINE TIHE) 
ETA STANLEY 13 00 HRS Z. AAF WOULD LIKE TO TAKE OFF FROM STANLEY AT 
1430 HRS Z.
2. Vffi HAVE MADE PROVISIONAL ONWARD BOOKINGS TO LONDON ON BRITISH 
CALEDONIAN FLIGHT LEAVING HERE ON MONDAY 20 DECEMBER. VZE ESTE.IATE 
THAT THIS WOULD ALLOW SURVEY TEAM TO CONCLUDE THEIR BUSINESS IN BUENOS 
A-IRES BEFORE DEPARTURE BUT WE CAN CHANGE ONWARD FLIGHT TIMING (FORWARD 
OR BACKWARD) EITHER FOR WOLE TEAM OR HWIVIDUAL MEMBERS OF IT AS 
REQUIRED.



1st December ...1971.

To: C‘ olpnialSe cre t ary,

PORT STANLEY,From: Dijrector of Civil Aviation,
Copies: H.E. the Governor, Supervisor

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Dire

3. A further discussion on terminal building^requirements 
when we can again get together*

1 of Civil Aviation.

No,FIGA3/AD.
It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this memo- 

1 randum the above 
number and date 
should be quoted.

2. The following points were discussed and decided upon:-
1. Runway lighting - provision made during runway construction.

ii. No approach lighting at this stage but VASI and visual 
beacon be provided for now.

iii. H/F communication equipment to be housed at airfield.
iv. H/F ariel farm sited near airfield and VHF ariel farm 

sited at Sapper Hill.
v. High power NDB resited east of runway on C/L. extension.

Low power NDB locator abandoned.
vi. VOR not to be provided for.

vii. Terminal building and Control Tower to be sited near 
aircraft apron.

W/T. Station & Dir. Braodcasting.
Subject Cape Pembroke Airfield.
I refer to Rendel, galmer and Tritton letter SWP/VTP dated 

12th. November, 1971 and advise you that I have been in discussion 
with Mr Warren, their representative.

.MEMORANDUM

2D.C1971 )g]



'3 bI )HCOJ)E.
TELEGRAM SENT.

From GOVERNOR to

Despatched: Time: Received : Time :09452.12.71

Albatross Flight

2.

3.

4.

i

5*
LEWIS

i

PL: HT

U'/ —1 O C*

British Embassy Buenos Aires

134 Ho. 165-----------6- j

Yrtel 112 of 50th November Airfield Survey teams return, 
times 16th December noted.

Grateful book Boustead with stopover Madrid.Onward bookings.- Grateful book Boustead with stopover Madrid. Warren will 
probably wish travel by later flight. Rest of party as booked.
Team wish meet Wainright Peacock if possible before Lovegrove departs Buenos 
Aires.
Mail carriage arrangements. On flight to islands grateful consign classi
fied and unclassified bag; first class airmail for civilian population and 
servicemen; and as much additional Christmas mail of all kinds as it is 
feasible for the aircraft to lift. On flight from islands mail is expected 
to be limited to first class airmail only as priority must be given to 
survey teams extensive and important soil samples.
Grateful BA repeat FCO information



MEMORANDUM

1st. .P.e.cpm’ber, 19 71.

To: Colonial Secretary,

PORT STANLEY. From; Direc t or of Civil Aviation
the Governor, Supervisor

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

ii.

v.

rector of Civil Aviation^

iii.
iv.

vi. 
vii.

No PIGAS/AD.
It is requested 

that, in any refer
ence to this memo
randum the above 
number and date 
s^Pld be quoted.

Copies: H.E.
W/T Station & Dir Broadcasting.

Subject Cape Pembroke Airfield. j
I refer to Rendel, Palmer and Tritton letter SWP/VIP dated 12th. 

November, 1971 and advise you that I have been “ITT discussion with Mr. 
Warren^i their representative.

2. The, following points were discussed and decided upon:-
1. Runway lighting- provision made during runway construction. 

No approach lighting at this stage but VASI and visaul 
beacon be provided now.
H/F communication equipment to be housed at airfield.
H/F ariel farm to be sited near airfield and VHF ariel 
farm sited at Sapper Hill.
High power NDB re-sited east of runway on C/L. extension, 
low power NDB abandoned.
VOR not to be provided for.
Terminal building and Control Tower to be sited near 
aircraft apron.

3. A further discussion on terminal building requirements 
when we can get together again.



Lq- o$Z 7?,

Decode.
TELEGRAM.
RENDELS LONDONFrom

Time : 15447971Despatched: 1st December

Time :7971Received: 1st December

RENDELS LONDON

Copy to be

PL: HT

S/c Copy to be made for Airfield file 2408. 
sent across to Mr. Warren, R.P.T.

J.A.J.
1/12/71

p0____ _ SECR^

Cable 905 for Warren R.P.T. Please investigate possibi
lity existence seasonal freeze/thaw conditions runway area 
also extent elsewhere on island for comparison



35}SERVICETELEG RAPHGOVERNMENT
FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT

DateHanded in atOffice of Origin WordsNumber

4/12/71PSI

To
HO a/oL7F RENDSLS I,0WX)5T SEI

SECHETART

HUT.

Time

d
WAH 15142—821 584578/790938 500 pds 12/68 Grp.782

TRTEL 905 PASSED TO WARREN 1600 STABLE! TIME 1ST DECEMBER
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CAPE miBROKE AIRFIELD BUILDING-
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c.s.

2.

NOTE
For filing in Airfield file 2408.

JAJ

I ftAt

PEMBROKE AIRFIELD: VISIT OF RENDELL PALMER AND TRITTON, 
CONSULTING ENGINEERS

E. G. L^z
12.11# 71

It is important that everyone in Government connected in any way 
with the work of the consulting engineers during the next month realises 
that this project must take priori iy over all others. The team of 
consulting engineers is a very high powered one and is no doubt costing 
H.M. G# a great deal of money and we must ensure that administrative 
arrangements are in order so that they can get on with their main task.

As you know I accompanied Mr. Royans around the town this morning 
and I looked at the accommodation tentatively set aside for the team and 
this appears to me to be reasonably satisfactory providing that a certain 
amount of cleaning up is done. In particular the room at the back of the 
Secretariat at present occupied by the Agricultural Department seems to 
be ideal and this should be cleaned out at once so that it is ready for 
the team* s arrival#

77
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MK.999/1752Our ref: 15th November 1971

Yours sincerely.

GENERAL MANAGER MARKETING

Of course we would like to see you back here when you 
return next year and I extend a warm welcome to you.

E.E. WARBURG

J.A. Jones Esq., 
Colonial Secretary 
Colonial Secretary’s Office 
STANLEY 
Falkland Islands

I am asking our General Manager, Operations to prepare an 
estimate along the lines that you suggest, and hope that this 
will reach you in due course.

Dear

INTERNATIONAL AE RAD I 0 LIMITED
AERADIO HOUSE ■ HAYES ROAD • SOUTHALL • MIDDLESEX • ENGLAND 

TELEPHONE: 01-574 2411 TELEX: 24114 CABLES: 1NTAERI0 SOUTHALL

Many thanks for your letter No. 24O8/III dated the 22nd 
October 1971 attaching a copy of the Feasibility Survey for 
the airfield in the Falkland Islands.

I did eventually get a copy of this from the D.T.I., who 
originally were unwilling to release it claiming it was your 
property. However, on reading out your last letter to me, 
they did, eventually, find a spare copy’.



.Cl
MEMORANDUM X/3'

3rd., December 1971-

The Colonial Se cr e t ary,

From Stanley...

Subject Cape Pembroke Airfield.

We refer to our discussion with Mr. Warren on 1st December 1971 regarding
Palmer & Tritten letter SWJ/VIP dated 12th November 1971*Rendel,

1. All work in connection with this project should be carried out by the
contractor*

2. HF Aerial system &. VHP Aerial mast to be situated near Canopus Hill
with Radio equipment housed in Control Building*

?• VOR. D.C.A. advises this not to be provided for. Mr* Warren’s proposed
site was Sapper Hill.
N.D.B. High Power to be sited near Moody Brook* D.C.A. advises this
should be re-sited east of runway*

5. Telephone Cables. Mr Warren had no information on this but we recommend
a 3Opair cable should be installed underground^ and should cover all

Supt. P & T report of 16th. August 1971 refers.requirements.
6. Aerial Masts. A plan of G-ovemment Transmitting & Receiving Station

masts has been passed on to Mr .Warren. However actual details as to
the siting of the Broadcast & R/T Receiving Aerials are not available.
These masts are situated on the lower north east slope of Sapper Hill
and are 78 feet above the ground. B.A.S also have several masts in
this area* Lighting is only installed on the masts erected by Cable &

Wireless, i.e. 4 at the Transmitting Station & 8 at ithe Receiving Station.
Details of equipment installed at the Government Transmitting & Receiving7.
Stations can be obtained from the report by the Supt. P & T dated 6th,
April 1970* We suggest a copy of this be passed to Mr. Warren.

7?
Snr. Technician P & T Dept.

n

i

..Snr.TechnicianJ^yL..T^___
Supervisor W/T Station.

Stanley, Falkland Islands?

/y ,Ku

No.______________
It is requested 

in any refer- 
' to this memo

randum the above 
number and date 
should be quoted.



m-62408

719th Cooeabor
Your ref: MK.999/1752

(J* A. Jones)

■_•t

JB

d-A, kZj

E. E> Warburg, Esq,, 
International Aeradio Limited, 
Aeradio House, 
Hayes Road, 
Southall, Middlesex, 
England*

2* I el sure you will appreciate that these things take quite 
a while to get going. We have currently here, due to leave by 
the amphibious aircraft by which this letter will cone to you, a 
survey team from the engineering consultants, Bendel, Falser & 
Tritton.. I have orally informed their leader, John Warren, that 
I havepa&eed? you for an off-the-record estimate of the possible 
cost of a contract for managing the airfield initially*

I am glad that you have at last received the copies of the 
Airfield Feasibility Report and I look forward to receiving the 
estimate of your General Manager, Operations.
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719th December

pane, P-csbre^e Airfield

(J. A, Jems)

JB

i

co R» $'• Witney > Esq,. 
British Eobaasy* 
Buenos Aires,

barren, trie leader of the R^MLt Falser A Written Survey 
teas here wishes to study reports about the soil and grasslands of 
the Falkland Islands, I havo supplied hia with copies c£ the Stairs 
Ker:art and tlxe 1939 Davies Report, X loaned Ida one of our Halted 
number of advance copies of the 1971 Davies Report, However, he 
would be glad to be able to study that report at leisure after he 
has returned to Britain sM i shall acc&rdinjly be grateful if you 
will arrange to nxde a copy of the printed version available to 
fcendolj hiw & Trittan* s Lcndcn Orfios onoc it is published.

&• F. Kinnesr, Esc.. C.3.S., 
xudlan Oc^an

Farei4$n and. C(M»w»ealth Office,
London, SUA Z\ll



/W
719th Beoenber

Cape PenbrcC;® Airfield

(J, A. J cites)

JB

co G* F, Kinnear, Esq.,
Foreign and Coraraonrioalth Of lice, 
(A.0« £ 1.0* Dept)
London S.W.l

R.W. Whitney, Esq., O.B.K.,
British Embassy,
Buonos Aires,

The R.P.T. telegram also asks Via .Ton to clarify whether there 
are proposals for a r- gular service between Argentina and the 
Falkland Islands with aircraft types other than those mentioned in 
paragraph 1 above and with airfields other than Coaodoro Rivadavia 
in Argentina. I mention thia for information only since it does 
not have the implications of the enquiry referred to in syr previous 
paragraph.
4. The telegram ends by saying that Pratt, of Bendel, Palmer & 
Trit ton, will visit Argentina after Barren has returned to Britain.

Rendel, Ptlner & Tritton on the 7th December cabled Warren, 
the lea- er of their survey tean hero, asking hixu, in^er alia, to 
obtain from Argentine Civil Aircraft ^perat^ops details, of the 
proposed operational weights of the F 27 and the HS 74-3 including . 
take-off and landing weights, pay load, fuel load and diversion 
fuel to Punta Arenas and Montevideo.
2. I have personally briefed Warren to discuss his approach over 
this matter to Argentine $perat|ottfc with you as it is obviously a 
delicate area, H© is, of course, entirely wiXl*Jjftg to be guided by 
you.
3.



9th December .1971.

i\ The Colonial Secretary,

Stanley, Falkland Islands.

Subject
Cape Pembroke Airfield.

Rendel, Palmer & Tritten letter SWP/VTP of the 12th November 1971*

(a)5.

(f)

Moody Brook R.N. Frequencies unknown.

(c)6.

After a further discussion with Mr Warren on the 7th December 1971 
the following are answers to additional points, raised regarding

ii. We recommend H.F. equipment to cover the 
range of 2 to 20 Mhz.

Radio propagation charts of the area. 
None available.

Local R/T Service (Radio Edith) 
4500 Khz Internal.

Education Dept.
4500, JO23.5 Khz.

Internal Air Service (Office) 
JXX3XS, 3440, 4500, 4675 , 5580 Khz.

Frequencies in use at B.A.S. Wireless Station: 
3700, 5100, 7425, 8150, 9100, 12300, 14800 19800 Khz 
mainly directed to the Antarctic.

2'1

No.__________ __
OK It is requested
^^at, in any refer

ence to this memo
randum the above 
number and date 
should be quoted.

From: Snr. Technician P & T
Supervisesl/t_St“atibnT

1

.........................J J Stanley. 
.. ...................

Copy to: Mr Warren.

Details of local frequencies and their usage.
Frequencies in use at the Government Wireless Station:
417, 500 Khz M.F. Shore-Ship and Fox Bay.
536, 3958 Khz Broadcasting.
4313, 6886.5, 8566, 8642, 8650, 12849, 13042.5, 13069-5, 
17132, 17199.2 22455 Khz Shore-Ship A1 only (CW oi/off morse) 
2182, 4371, 8738*4 Khz Shore-Ship A3 only (l/p)
2810, 4030, 5080, 7335, 8107.5, 9880, 11565, 13482, 16362, 
17515, 19950, 24145 Khz Fixed Service i.e. Point to Point.

F.I.C. (Office)
3203, 4073, 8206, 12396 Khz SSB.
3325 , 6650 Khz B/T
Internal and ships in local area.

J J

Supervisor TiyT Station.

MEMORANDUM

Ng?
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10 th December 71.
CAs. Ref: Q/367/36.

Dear Sir,

fours faithfully,c.c.

ECG.
for Colonial Secretary.

File C.S. 2L|.O8 Vol.3 
PE. Airport.

Thank you again for your letter which is being 
filed pending the decisions from O.D.A.

I , PE U90

Falkland Is. Aiport 
Electric Power Supply.

c . £ -

At this particular juncture I think it adviseable 
to await the outcome of Rendel, Palmer&& Tritton’s 
discussion with you and the outcome of their report 
to the Overseas Development Administration.

The Senior Representative of R.P.& T.,
Mr J. Warren has been told of our initial enquiries 
to you in respect of power transmission to the Airport 
site, and has confirmed,at our request,that a representative 
of his firm will make formal contact with your Department 
in respect of power supply and related problems.

Thank you for your let ter of the 9th November 
1971 enclosing schematic drawing No. Q33l/13. concerning 
the above proposed project. I believe you will be 
aware that the Royal Engineers are now unable to build 
the Airport. In consequence the Overseas Development 
Administration of the Foreign and Commonwealth Office 
commissioned the firm of RENDEL, PALMER & TRITTON to 
carry out a design study for the construction of the 
Airport. Engineers and surveyors from this firm
have been busy over the last few weeks collecting data 
’Which will enable them to submit a report to O.D.A. soon 
after their return to London which will be some time 
next week. It is thought that a contract schedule 
of works will then be drawn up and'offered#

I have noted your remarks in para. 10 regarding 
charges. It is important that the Airport Project should 
be seperate from the Power Station Project as far as is 
practical although some overlap may occure, e.g. the 
problem of paralleling *A’ and ’3’ that you have been 
dealing with and which now mosjs likely will he unnecessary.



2408/111 File Note

2.

3.

14.12.71

H.E. would send an immediate telegram to O.D.A. to cross-check 
that this development is in order.

Warren and Boustead would be lifted out on the first flight 
of the “regular” amphibious service on the 12th of January.

h

With reference to the telegram from RPT to Warren dated 
13th December and as a result of discussions with H.E. and with 
Warren it was agreed that there would be no administrative 
difficulties in the way of Warren and Boustead remaining in 
Stanley for a further period in order to carry out a full site 
investigation. Their needs would be limited to transport and the 
services of a couple of labourers. Accommodation would be at the 
Upland Goose Hotel.
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Decode.

TELEGRAM.
LondonFrom

To 

Time :19Despatched: 15.'12.71

Time :19Received:

I

Secretary, Stanley

For barren RPT
T;o agree yourself and Bouateod remain Falkland for full investigation 
site DEB and approve Lovegrove remain also if you feel his services 
required*
Sol'd, materials samples by sea to Messrs* Sandberg, 19$ Fulham Road, 
London, SHLO.



FALKLAND ISLANDS

SENT
Number Office of Origin Words Handed in at Date

To

A/o

Eofc 422 of 14 Deoasbar 1971

1003830) FOO ^U30 102 OP 14 KCBLIK:3 TOS® ♦ *m$U) •
IT TXTO ftoQ • WIO HAS RSOIOIW T^XUO! F1O B?T AG2~2Om TrXT HE

AW BDUOTiAD BHaiW S-MOli UKTIL 12 t€ CQ?TUTX .

®IS DOES K0f CJmXH ia.X J.WWliS l-OXIIT AID 1 Pltaxs T- l A£^U;C:>1S^2

2 1 U&ISW AFatB (SX AH) S?T .

Time

7 /
GOVERNMENT TELEGRAPH SERVICE '
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Decode.

TELEGRAM SENT.
From MINISTRY FOR OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT to GOVERNOR

Time: Received: 14.12.71 Time:Despatched: 134014.12.71

MINISTRANT

s/c
Copy and submit in 2408. Copy needed for G.H.

PL: HT

J.A.J.
14/12/71

MODEV 92
Airfield Survey Consultants have recommended that survey should be extended 
to include investigation of alternative site. This will necessitate Senior 
Engineer and surveyor remaining in Falklands into January. We have agreed 
to this extension. Grateful arrange return passages for persons concerned



Decode.
TELEGRAM SENT.

From MINISTRY FOR OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT to GOVERNOR

Time:Despatched: Received: 11.12.71 Time:162510.12.71

Your

MINISTRANT

s/c

PL: HT

J.A.J.
10.12.71

X V f/ y

Reply - "Regret cannot guarantee 26th January"

Addressed Falklands Modev 91 of 10th December repeated Buenos Aires.
Modev 90 Broadcasting Engineer.
Possibility that engineer will complete survey before 8th February. Grate
ful if provisional booking could be made on Amphibian Flight on 26th January 
while keep option open for 8th February flight

I leave you to ’top and tail’. (l see, despite being Tech. Asst, they 
use Modev numbers. We’d better do so too)



Decode.

SENT.TELEGRAM
F.C.O. (OVERSEAS DEVELOPMENT ADMINISTRATION)From GOVERNOR to

Time: Received:Despatched: Time :094514.12.71

RegretYour Modev 91 Broadcasting Engineer*

GOVERNOR

PL: Iff

, X

EODEV 93
Repeated Buenos Aires.
cannot guarantee flight 26th January



u. I
Decode.

TELEGRAM.
From

Se ere tary, S t anleyTo

Time:19Despatched: 13.12.71

Time :19Received: 14.12.71

For Warren RPT
We agree yourself and Boustead remain Falkland for full investigation 
site DEE and approve Lovegrove remain also if you feel his services 
required.
Send materials samples by sea to Messrs. Sandberg, 196 Fulham Road, 
London, SW10.

RPT London
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8.

I as;, Gentlemen,

Your obedient Servant,

( J M Blr-ir-Pi-sh )

I shall be grateful if you »/ill confirm in writing th..-t you accent this 
■uaent on the terms set out in this letter.

7* ?or your .<nf‘orrr.atiun, the British Gove-r.r’?:it h-»s .< mange I. .ith the Gevery' rnt
of the ? lkl-un *1 Isla.uk; th. t 11 > t Govertyre. ••'. v.il ]_rovV’c; free of charge for the u--.e of your 
fiefn* s te.r luring thi ^crio.1 of ;.’ouv stuly in the p-ilk.lin? Isl^rns tbr'. loc.. : ner.nnes ' 
f -'-cilities liste-.l in Annexe II to this letter. The British Gove.ir.r.nt rill not b-.- li.-ble fo?" 
the jrovisicr of, or the cost of\ .?’/l wil?. deceit no liability in correction .'.ith^ the 
services ani facilities to be • roviiei by the Government o:’ the J’kli’l, n? Islanls.

Isla.uk


Annexe I.

Tortrs of reference-

The consultant is require1 to investigate this rite to:-

3) Port Stanley and runto .arenas in Chile and

b) Port Stanley and Montevideo un Uruguay in uircrgency conditions.

;;t

list of suggested contractors of

P-, Iklfin.d Islands PAD’s c-'pmity to c-?rry

The Consultant i

. iir r.'.ent to be installed 
•J x?n

2) j?rc;are preliminary plans over the proposed *:irfielj together v.’ith its uncilliary 
buildings.

3) P.j commend s list of a lit:»ble ei’senti-.l navigational equipment to ce installed 4 
Port --tar. ley r.nd provide an cstima ic of its cost.

4) Recommend a list of additional desirable nsvigwtional
Port Stanley bearing in mind the p. or.sible emergency requirements 
estimate of cost*

The Argentine r\ tion?l airlines (l.-OS) propose to run a service between Coiiimedore 
livoWi* in \rgentin* an J the Palkl. nd Isl.?rds using F.27 (Fokker ^rienIshii) 
aircraft with «■. service frequency of at least four flights per month.

7) Collect .ini collate into 4ircctly useable form, L-ip in sufficient detail and quantity 
on .soils, materials and other factors of relevance, to enable ? final detail^1 
design to be completed in Lon Ion -t a later date without further major visits to 
the Falkland Islands.

also required to provide ,m estimate of the cost of the minimum work 
necessary, at the Cape Pembroke Aerodrome sit-, to level, to effect .deyiHe dr-, inage 
and to provide > s-it-sble surf..co for .. . n aircr ft raunoeiivring .<i'ea intense1 ? rimrily 
for the ox Trailer of light ; t-s mg or aircraft (i.e. aircraft op .-r;. ting At weights of 
approximately 6-12,000 lbs).

5) Prepare on estimate of cost of construction of the airfield for the lengths of
3,600 ft. ?n; 4,000 ft. as suggested in the preamble ard also for such length ;<■.? the 
consultant considers it lcsirable.

1) establish its suitability for operation by p. 17« LS743 or other suit.-.ble -ircr..ft to 
enable flights to be carried out between rort 3tx;.3ry . nl Oommedox'^ Pivc7-via or other
Lv''lull J La argentine a regul -r .service, hetue ra

6) zi'epare a list of suggests! contractors of i« calibre suitable to undertake the 
construction -..ork of the airfield bearing in mind that labour is scarce in the 
F a 1 .•: 1 a nd I s 1 nd s •
Make an assessment of the } otenti 1 of the 
out j, irt of the tot a], v. orks pvogr mme.

Cons-:--, uently it is proj o.~el that -n infield be built at or ne^r Port
tanlev in the f'-liil-ui’ l..’uji'3.s .-r/ site at C?pe Pembroke . s set oat in the nov^l

Engineers Preliminary Peconn--issanec lie; ort h. / been selectc1 :«s being the most suitable. 
This report suggests that a minimuji. airfield l.-ngth of 3,610 ft. is ^ep.iij-el with 
clear/n'y but that in the c.are of possible raargency ^rising a 2^,000 ft. iirfiel"1 would 
be more desirable. The £ overrent being to LCN 15*
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annexe II

Loe*? service? and facilities to be provided by ths Goverr,-. ent ef the ^.;lkli»n? islands.

1. Three land rovers (preferably with 3 rivers)

2. Uj to eight 1.■ Louvers,

_>• Store for soil «r*i survey cuui;n-ent*

4* Accorded*tion.for th'- e number ten feet by fotu.* feet t.-bles v/ith good lighting.

Misccllsneouo technical equipment stores.5
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2.

J.A.J.
12.11.71

As pressures are rather heavy at the 
moment the situation referred to in your 
minute p.112 will be adequately met if you 
will record in the file precisely where the 
work areas for the RPT party are to be.

b,:94.08 Vol.3

>

While the RPT party is here you should 
take the opportunity of showing Mr. Warren 
the Met. building with a view to deciding on 
the suitability of part of it for use, at a 
later stage, by consulting or constructional 
engineers or both.

/X) trXcX
’C> cX J

j qc/c6 /f O9i a /

4

, 'k/'/X 
cXct^^ /Xi crcXpuaX? XX :

0^0/ Xs y°A/ oA
X/tX /^/ciCQ^c/ (y>x $f£e 7X7^ .

X . •7>^ciole & <

O^\ /Xp 2/a-7 XXj£.G, // Cl^c/ ^a/X-/

/Xo/X' yQ/cn/f s/X?aX /fcrtsn^ <.


